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ABSTRP,.CT

This paper proposes to examine Busserl's claim to have initiated

a genuinely scientific philosophy. For this purpose '.Je have focused our

-attention on the me-thod devised to realize this age-old ideal. In our

investigation of the phenomenological method we have discussed almost

exclusively that aspect which is most crucial, na:tlely, the appeal to

intui tion. The thesis is, therefore, primarily s discourse on method

and more specifically on the phenomenological method as a form of

intui tionism •

In his attempt to make philosophy aSSume the role of a genuine

science: ~lusserl seekS to lay the found8tion for phi losophy as 8

rigorous science. His appeal to intuition is precisely this laying of

the foundation, and must, therefore, be the starting point for any

discussion of phenomenology as rigorous science. Hare p.recisely, our

eX81ni:lstion aims at exploiting the basic relation Lusserl finds between

intui tion 3..;10. sci ence. It is essentially a relation of dependence in

that apart from a form of intuition, as the object-giving source, sci

ence, of 1.-1hatevE:r kind, could not get started. This being the case,

Busserl's own genuine science of esse:l.tial 8eing depends on the recog

nition of a corresponding form of esse ,tial intuition. He shall

attef.1pt, lc.rre1y ~hrough in-::;erpretative exposition, to examine this

relation of dependence and its implications for phenomenology. In so

doing· \ow hope to rut -'Co the test Busser1's phenomenolcgy 8S genuine

science 8t its most c::-11d"l point. Hopefully, this '·Jill both c18rify
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the Hay in ,vhich phenomenology is eenuine science, and reaffirm Husserl's

claim to have made fi rst beginnings in this di recti on.
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PREFA.CE

From its inception to the contemporary moment, systematic

thought in philosophy has Seen a number of attempts to transfonn

philosophy into a science- a discipline providing knmJledge Hi th an

unbreachable and enduring foundation. A substantial portion of the

history of philosophy has been this search for a certain, indubitable

cogni tion, employing this or that method. The adoption of a neH

method, for example, the method of "clear and distinct ideas" outlined

by Descartes, or Kant! s lltr<'lnscendental method", has most often accomp

anied the various attempts to transform phi losophy into science.

In cO:l.temporary thought this tram tion has been represented by

t,,'o very influential tendencies. It has been asserted that if philos

ophy is confined to logical questions, then this ideal of being a

rigorous science can be realized, and this has been the intent of the

symbolic logic of the present century. On the other hand, at the

beginning of our century, empirical naturalism sought criteria for the

validity of knoHledge in matter-of-fact, fact knmisble through the

senses. This meant the acceptance of these facts of nature as the only

ground for judgement and the absolute rejection of all judgement alien

to sense e:x-pe dence (Erfahrung) and set the framework for both scientific

and philosophical in~uiry.

Hm"ever, Edmund Husserl, also at the beginning of this century,

proposed another method to be employed in the attempt to make philosophy

assume the role of a rigorous science. This, of course, is the
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phenomenologi cal method. \,Je propose to eX8mine Husserl's cl8im to have

m;.~de first beginnings of scientific "lork in philosophy through a con-

slderation of this method.

The main principle of the phenomenological method demands th0t

a return be made to "the things themselves". This means that one has

to usee" the "things" as they are themselves. Phenomenology proceeds,

in the final analysis, by "seeing". HOvever, as "e ,,,ill be concerned

t;o point out, the phenomenological "seeing" is quite different from

a simple act of seeing. The act of phenomenological intuition is,

as will be made clear, analogous to the seeing of particular things,

qut cannot he identified with this seeing.

\~'1\at the phenomenological 8ppeal to intuition means is the

strict exclusion of all assertions which cannot be completely realized

phenomenologically, that is, in terms of intuitive experience alone.

A~cording to the phenomenologist an "observation" of this kind is the

necessary foundation of all true cognition, or, in other \-IOrds, the

I,rimordi"l dator consciousness is the only legi tim ate Source of know

ledge. In this Husserl's philosophical principles are very similar to

t.hose of empirical naturalism; in both cases there is Cin appeal to the

given, with this self-givenness accounting for the privileged position

of objects given in this way. However, Husserl's phenomenology involves

an extension of the realm of the self-given, beyof'.d that vlhieh is ord-·

inarily accepted, to include its own objects of investigation, Tl8mely,

essences. It is precisely this extended and more basic concep~ of

intl1ition or self-givenness vhieh permits an investigation of essences

to be rigorously scientific. This notion of intuitiOll, therefore, assumes
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a most important role in any consideration of phenomenology as rigorous

science, for the ~scipline itself is grounded in a particular species

of intuitio~. Consequently, our paper, as an examination of phenomen

oloey 8S genuine science, vnll deal primarily with Husserl's conception

of intuition.
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INTRODUCTION

HusserJ. has referred to himself as a perpetual beginner, and

even as late as the Crisis, he felt it necessary to rethink his entire

program for phenomenological philosophy. What an odd characterization,

we might well remark, for a phi losopher 1,.lh05e career had been as long

and prolific as was Husserl's. However, the remark speaks not so much

of Husserl's \-lark itself, as it does of the far horizons of a phenom-

enological philosophy. Husserl has indeed opened up the "infinite
1

open country of true philosophy". The spirit embodied in the prob-

lems and in their ensuing analyses forbids completion, and requires

constant re,,;orking and revision. Yet, despite the open charrtcter and

incompleteness of these mere "beginnings of scientific work", 1,.le are

able to achieve an understanding of Husserl' s phenomenology. In this

we are faced with obvious, but not insurmountable difficulties. We

r-:<.mnot, for one thing, approach his works as so many applications of

an original program and method to various problems, nor can we uncover

a strictly controlled development which would provide a scheme for the

description of his philosophical endeavour. The development is made,
2

as Husserl himself says, following a 11 z ig-zag" course.

This by no meanS suggests that Husserl has left uS with a

large volume of scattered fragments. On the contrary, his life-work

can be said to be very programmatic, not in terms of development, but

1
E. Busserl, Ideas I, trans. by VI .R. Boyce Gibson, (Ne'" York,

196L), p. ~J •
2
E. Husserl, Logical JnvestigatiC2..nE., trans. by J.N. Findlay,

(New York, 1970), vol. 1, p. 261.
J.
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in terms of certain unyielding commitments. Spiegelberg also finds

that in order to comprehend Husserl's philosophical output we must

begin with an appeal to certain constant themes. He says that Husserl's

",as a philosophy which remained const~mtly in the making. This, hovr-

ever, he goes on to say, does not exclude the persistence of certain

constants throughout these changes. They consist of dynamic ideas,

which may also explain Husserl's shifts from one phase to another.

Spiegelberg describes the most important among them under the following

headings: (1) the ideal of rigorous science, (2) the urge to go down

to the sources, (3) the ethos of radical autonomy, (4) the "wonder of
3

all wonders": subjectivity. It is in the light of the first of these

persistent themes that we will focus our attention vrhile attempting to

understanding Husserl's phenomenology.

The constant failure of philosophy to become scientific, 2S for

example, with Descartes, Kant, and Hegel, may well serve as a deterent

to follovQng up any such attempt. However, for Husserl, this constant

failure proved an incentive. Rather than conclude that philosophy

abandon its misguided efforts to become scientific, Husserl, in

"Philosophy as Rigorous Science", proclaims,

"The following arguments are based on the conviction that
the highest interests of human culture demand the development
of a rigorously scientific phi losophy ••• " L

In the course of a long and prolific life of philosophical reflection

there is little evidence that Husserl ever questioned the scientific

ideal as such. It should be mentioned that Husserl's remark, "the

3
E. Spiegelberg, The 1:henomenological r·love'"'1ent. (The Hague, 1965),

vol. 1, p. 76.
4
E. Husserl, PhenomenolQ~Y and the Crisis of Philosophv. trans. by

Q. Lauer, (NeHYork, 1965), p. 713.----

r- .,
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dream is over(der Traum ist ausgetr~umt}" is often used in support of

the claim that Husserl explicitly gave up in despair the ideal of

rigorous science of philosophy. However, David Carr, in his introduc-

tion to the Crisis, maintains that the remark found in Appendix IX of

the Crisis docwaents should not be taken as a repudiation of the sci-

e~tific ideal, for the context makes clear that Husserl is attributing
5

this to his age, and not asserting it himself. This attempt at dem-

~~strating Husserl's abandonment of the scientific ideal would seem,

therefore, to remain inconclusive.

Understanding ""hat Husserl meanS by "philosophy as rigorous

science" is preliminary to and necessary fa I' understanding '''hat he meanS

by "phenomenology". Following this course, we are lead to a basic di.s-

tinc·cion Husserl makes betHeen science of "facts" and science of ltessencesff,

01'1 in more general terms, betvieen flnatural" science or science of direct

§eflse experience and "philosophical lt science. Each science, Husserl

goes on to tell us, whether it be 1'natural" or "philosophical", has its

gWl1 object domain as its field of research, and to all its correct

?~sertions there correspond, as original Sources of the reasoned just-

ifications that support them, certain intuitions in which objects of

the region appear as self-given, and in part at least, given in a
6

primor~ial(originarer) sense.

The object-giving or dator intuition of the first, "natural"

sphere of knowledge and of all its ;.,ciences is perception, in the ord-

inary sense of the term. .The acts of cogni tion which underlie our

5
E. Husserl, 1}1...c:.. ~risis of EUE0E..~~ Sciences and TE.anscendental

Phenomenol0[i. trans. by D. Carr, (Evanston, 1970), p. xxxi.
6 \

E. Husserl, Ide~ 1.. p. )-15, sect. 1.
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experiencing, that is, our perception, Husserl continues, posit the

Real in individual form; posit it as having spatia-temporal existence,

as something existing in this time-spot, having this particular duration
7

of its own and a real content. In other words, perception or direct

experience, as Husserl points out, gives only singular elements, .Thich

are established through acts of cognition (judgements )as independent,

objective realities, existing in a spatio-temporal frame\oTork. In this

way ffnatural" knovTledge makes strides. l·Jhat perception offers is ex-

p-ressed in jUdgements, first in singular judgements and then in universal

jUdgements, and from these judgements a move by meanS of induction and

deduction is made to new kno'lTledge. "Natural" science, in this way,

progressively takes possession of a reality first existing for us as a

matter of cCJUrse and as something -to be investigated continually as

regards its extent, and content, its elements and its relations and laws.

1he total field of research, that is, the world,is a totality of objects

that can be known through eA~erience(Erfahrung) and knovm in terms of

orderly theoretic8.1 thought on the basis of direct(aktueller) sense exp
8

erience. Follo".,ing this description of "natural" science, Husserl

proceeds to point out certain of the inadequacies in its approach. This

critique will ultimately lead to a conception of 11 genuine" or "philos-

ophical" science.

"Natural" science, as Husserl has said, and as is quite obvious,

deriyes its data from immediate or di rect experience. that is, percep-

tion, and has, therefore, singular elements with ".,hieh to work. As such,

it must rely on induction, and so generally on the system of mediate

modes of inference to arrive at generalities(relations and laws).

---:7
IOoid., po 46, sect. 2.

8
Ibid.
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H01.Jever, the modes of inference, themselves non-experiential, involve
9

1inatural" science, as Husserl points out, in "radical absurdity".

On close inspection, therefore , it appears that "natural" knowledge

starts from a c01uplex of presupposi t1.ons which are not examined in the

course of its own endeavour. In other "lords, "natural" knowledge is

forgetful of its origins and is grounded on a nt.L.rnber of unclarified

assumptions, which include the reliance on mediate modes of inference,

and the tacit assumption concerning the objective world which is taken

or naIvely accepted as the field of research.

It should be emphasized that Husserl' s cri ti cisrn and that of

phenomenology in this regard is not directed tovlard science of nature

as such, but takes objection to a philosophy of science(scientism) which

was popula.r around. the early part of this century. vIe refer, of course,

to what Busserl calls Hnaturalism H • Specifically, when Husserl opposed

ttnatllralisro", he did not mean to plead for supernaturalism. Actually,

'he assigned the term a meaning of his own, namely, that of the view

vThich sees the vThole of the world as either physical or psychical, and

hence to be explored merely by the natural sciences, including psych-

ology. Spiegelberg agrees that protest against such a narrow conception

of the range of science as defined by the objects of the traditional
10

na~~ral science does not imply a repudiation of natural science.

In contrast to "natural" science, or science of the "factual",

Husserl conceives of a "genuine IT science; science remaining "fai thful '1

to its origins, a science vhich would justify each of its steps, a

science which would reinforce the objective attitude' of the scientist

9
~., po 77, sect. 20, cf. also "Philosophical Presuppositions

of Logic lt by A. Gurwi tsch in Stuci-ies in Phenomenology~ gsycholog}'. pp.
350-358 e

10
H. Spiegelberg, p. 81, vol. 1.
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with a reflective attitude, in short, a science reaching a true just-

ification of cognition by means of a reflective exa~ination of the

subjective "activi tyll of cognition itself. Immediately problems of

method arise; problems concerning the character of the corresponding

datal' intuition, problem.s concerning the object-domain or field of

research, problems which when taken up will further define the science

as "genuine" science. Let us follow Husserl j.n the taking up of these

problems in the order they are set down.

"Underlying" individual or lIfactual" existence, ....Thi ch to speak

generally, is "accidental", Husserl recognized "essential" existence.

He points out, that the contingency of empirical existence is correl-

ative to a "necessity" which does not carry the mere actuality status

of a valid rule of connection between temporo-spatial facts, but has
11

the character of essential necessity. The reference to individual

Being as "accidental" means precisely that essentially i t(the individual)

could be otherwise. According to Husserl, this expresses clearly that

it belongs to the meaning of everything contingent that it shOUld have

essential being and therewith art l'eidosfi to be apprehended ~n an :!- ts

})urity. For Husserl, an indiviaual is not simply and qui te generally

an individual, a "this-there(f, something unique, but a being constituted

as a "thus and thus, in itself", and, as such, it has its own supply of

essen"cia1 characteristics Hhich must qualify it qua Being as it is in

itself. For example, for a sound to have a determined intensity, such

and such pitch, a definite timbre, it must possess timbre, intensity,

and pitch in general, that is, an ensemble of characteristics which

evoke each other mutually and necessarily and \,Jhich constitute the

11
E. Husserl, Ideas I. p. 47, sect. 2.
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necessary structure of the sound.
12

The essence, then, is the nec-

essary structure of the object, that which makes an object into what

it is, or that which, before each empirical characteristic trait of the

object, makes it possible and understandable, in short, its principle.

-In this case "principle" does not mean the highest premise from which

one can logical1y derive the contingent properties of the object, but

that which makes the existence of the object po~sio1e: a structure

without which it would be inconceivable. Husser1 calls the essence an
13

objec~, an object of a new type.

The recognition of essences, as outlined above, provides the

object-domain for a body of sciences concerned not with factual exist-

ence, but essential existence, that is, the eidetic sciences which are

themselves absolutely independent from factual sciences. The eidetic

sciences investigate a "ne\-, dimension of Being": the 'Ie ry conditions

of empirical Being, the structure of the object without which it can-

not be. Following this distinction between "natural" or factual

sciences and eidetic sciences, another distinction must be made with-

in the domain of eidetic sciences itself. The basis of this further

distinction lies in another more basic difference, namely, that between

generic essences, which have their scope within the flux of things, and
10

exact ideal essences. Accordingly, on one side we have the familiar

eidetic sciences, geometry and mathematics, ".,hich proceed not by descrip-

tion but by means of deduction. These eidetic sciences are "exact"

eidetic sciences in HusserJ's terminology. By this he meanS that these

sciences proceed from a number of fixed essences, which are the products

12
Ibi d.

10--
Ibid., p. 191, sect. 74

13
Ibid., p. 09, sect. 3.
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of idealization and which aSSl1.Tlle the role of axioms • As such, they are

"ideal" essences, related to definite manifolds; they express something

which one cannot ffsee". Their origin and therefore their content is

essentially other than that of the descriptive essences as essences

which express the essential nature of things drawn from intuition in a
15

direct way. Over and against the lfexact" essences, inexact or

"morphologi calf! essences must be recognized. We cannot dismiss them

as provisional or insufficient, but, on the contrary, must recognize

their primacy, ,.]hich is due to the "exact" essences being idealizations
16

of the inexact. The morphological essences can be examined and con-

sequently described, and can serve as the foundation for a neH l'philos-

ophical'l science, in that they are the source of principles. This

introduces us to the field of research of I-Iusserlts "genuine" philos-

ophica1 science.

It must be made quite clear that Husserlts conception of sci-

entific philosophy does not mean that philosophy has to imitate the

natural sciences. Perhaps some confusion in this regard prompted

It must be emphasized, therefore, to avoid such confusion, that philos-

ophy as strict science is possible not because philosophy can be reduced

to one of the empirical or natural sciences, but because it is possible

to arrive at a truly scientific, that is,~truly rigorous knowledge of

ideal objects which Husserl calls the eSsences of things. If this ideal

Ryle, "Phenomenology: Symposium". Aristotelian Society
supp. vol. II, 1932

15
Ibid.

ph~nOl[lf:!nol;gTe de Husserl.
17

G.
l.roceedings.

16
E. Levinas, Th~orie de l'intuition

(Paris, 1963) 1 pp. In·-I73 ..
daIls 1a
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of philosophy as rigorous science is not to remain vain, it is clear

that there must be some possibility of realizing ito The possibility

of realizing philosophy as rigorous science of essences, in the case

of Husserlian phenomenology, hinges on Husserl's recognition of a cor-

responding dator intui tion, for as "genuine" science, philosophy is to
18

draw its validity from primordial intuitions.

As a science of essences phenomenology is entirely independent

of nat-ural science and cannot make an appeal to the methods and pro-

cedures of natural science. Furthermore, essence has been characterized

in such a way that such an appeal would prove unrewarding. The essence

is not an empirical object; it is, as we have already said, an object

of a nevl type. Husserl reaSSures us in saying, that just as the datum·

of individual or empi rical intuition is all individual, so the datum of

essential intuition is a pure essence, and just as the eidetic object
19

is stiill an object, essential intuition is still intuition .. This ...

of course, requires clarification. The first step in this direction

will be an outline of Husserl's phenomenological clarification of the

concept of intuition.

18
E. Husserl, Ideas Ie p. 75, sect. 18. Husserl's remark, "It

is plain that I, as Someone beginning philosophically, since I a;11 striving
toward the presumptive end, genuine science, must neither make nor go on
accepting any judgement as scientific that I have not derived from evidence,
from e}..1Jeriences in ,.,hieh the affai rs and affai r-cornplexes in question
are present to me as !they themselves! .", repeats the explicit appeal
to a form of intuition which Vlill serve as the foundation of his net.
science. cf. E. Husserl, Cartesian I'Ieditations. trans. by D. Cairns,
(The Hague, 1960), p. 13,-sect:-S:

19
E. Husserl, Ideas I. p. 49, sect. 3.



CHAPTER ONE

In order to describe the particular species of intuition

Husserl refers to as "essential intuition", ve must prepare the way

wi th an understanding of what Husser 1 means by "intui tion ll
, in general.

We must, therefore, outline the phenomenological clarification of the

concept of intuition as it is found in Husserl' s early \.TOrk .. Logicnl

~~igationse The last two studies of this work, vlherein the p!"-,enom-

enological mode of analysis coroes to complete expression, are of part-

icular importance. However, a brief introduction to the problem and

character of the Logical Investigations, as a whole, is the required

staging befo re vie examine in some detail the t"IO most pertinent st-udies.

Husserlts primary concern in the I~gical Investigat~ons is with

the grounding of the discipline of pure logic. The Prolegomena constitute

an attempt at the grounding of pure logic vlhich rejects eve 1'y justification

that is psychological. More precisely, the Prolegomena are a systematic

appea.l to expel psychology, as an empirical, "natural" science, from the

philosophical expl?.nation of logical notions and principles. The point

Husserl is trying to ma.ke clear is that psychology, as empi rical science,

has its beginning with direct experience, and can only base its general-

izations on such experience. The laws arrived at in this way, however

valuable .. are but "vague" generalizations of di rect experience. But,
20

Husserl points out, logical la\'ls are capable of exact statement, and

as such, it seemed obviouS that such exact laws could not be developed

from the vague generalizations knOiffi to psychology. Induction, Husser1

20
E. Husserl, Logical Investigations (L. 1.1, vol. 1, pp. 98-99.

10
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says, does not establish the validity of a la"7, but only the more or

less high leveJ. of probability of this validity. Consequently, logical

laws would be on the level of probabili ties if they v]ere to be grounded

in psychological data. Husserl contends, however, that logic cannot

be satisfied "T1. th mere probability; it must have insight not into mere

probability only, but into truth itself and between the two there can

be no conflict. He points out that exact laws, as normally formulated,
21

are tlpurefl 1aws, that is, they exclude all factual content. The con-

tent of pure logic is, therefore, 1Iideal", insofar as factual content

is excluded. Husserl adds that the pure logical laws are just truths,
22

and no truth is a fact. The conclusion that can be dra~~ from these

considerations is twofold: (1) the Prolegomena reject every justification

of the grounding of pure logic which is psychological in nature, and (2)

IJhencmenology, which Husserl conceives of as a sphere of neutral invest
23

igation in which the various sciences have their roots, must serve

as a critical propaedeutic and clarification of pure logic.

As a "7hole, logical Investigations is concerned primarily to

clarifY the ideas that are constitutive of pure logic, and the pure

theory of logical forms. However, as was hinted at, logical thinking

'is, according to Husserl, a way of knowing which apprehends idealities.

Consequently, the probJ em of knowledge Husserl must 111timately deal with

is one concerning the nature of idealities and our manner of knowing

them. In taking up this and associated problems, Husserl passes from

the realm of pure logic to that of epistemology. He remains, of course,

specifically interested in the question as to the grounding of pure logic;

21
Husserl, ~~, vol. 1, p. 106.

23
Ibid., voL 1, p. 2)+9.

22
~., p. 109~
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and his approach to epistemological questions bears the stamp of his

interest in logical research. The six studies which follow the

Prolegomena are, consequently, directly aimed at the thought and KnOVT-

ledge unities which arise in the course of logical processes. However,

the six investigations, which abound in subjective-descriptive analyses,

ahd in painstaking terminological distinctions, all of which must pre-

cede the clarification of the fundemental concepts of logic, provide

us "Ti th a mUl1ber of fundemental epistemological concepts, and, in part-

icular, with our sought after phenomenological clarification of the

concept of intuition. Let us look more closely at .these stlldies.

In the introduction to the six studies, Husserl acknowledges
24

that logic must begin with linguistic discussion, that is, from the

empirical natural setting of eA7erience of meaning, for it would be

impossible to 8):amine the meaning of propositions othenTise. Tl"lough

he begins with expressive experience, his primary interest attaches to

the experiences lying behind thE: "mere expressions"; experiences which

perform roles either of meaning-intention or of meaning..fulfilment, and

in the latter case intuitively illustrating, or intuitively providing

evidence for our meaning and thus forming a "phenomenological" or "knQ\.T-
2)

ledge" unity with such expressions. The primary concern, then, is

"lith the origin of the concept of meaning and its essential vari ties.

This in turn requires, as Husserl points out, a prolonged examination
26

of the experiences themselves, that is, the ltacts lt involved. These

problems; the nature of meaning, the relation bet-ween meaning-intention

and meaning-fulfilment, occupy much of the six studies and come to

voL 1, po 248.
2/..I

Ib:i. do,
26--

Husserl
experiences.

2S
Ibid., vol. 1, p. 250.

uses the word "actlt to stand for all intentional
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fruition in the final ~lO studies.

The clarification of "act-structures" is, as Husserl notes,

related to a consideration of consciousness, foT' acts are often ref-

erred to as "activities of consciousness" J "relations betl"leen consci-

ousness and something else", or simply "consciousness itself". It is

wi th such an undertaking that the Fifth Study, entitled "On Intentional

Experiences and thei r I Contents''', begins. Husserl starts off by s,aying

that the concept of consciousness is highly ambi~louS. He then chooses

three particular concepts of consciousness with which to work: (1)

consciousness as the entire, real(reelle) phenomenological being of

the empirical ego, as the interweaving of psychic experiences in the

~~ified stream of consciousness, (2) consciousness as the inner aware-

ness of one's own psychic experience, and (3) consci au,s ne s s as the

comprehensive designation for "mental act" or "intentional expe ri ence",
27

of all sorts. He examines each in turn. The first and second afford

Husserl the opportunity to make a nlli'llber of sketchy contributions to the

phenomenology he 1,.laS later to develope more fully. For example, the

germ of the theory of time consciousness, and a first use of the term

shading (Abschattung) are found he re. After ex~ining these t",O concep-

tions, Husserl turns to the third, which may be considered his own.

Putting this conception of consciousness into fncus requires a brief note

concerning Franz Brentano, for in it we find an interpretation of

Brentano's doctrine of intentionality.

There can be no doubt that Husserl was profoundly influenced

by his older contemporary, Brentano. This is more of a well worn fact,

but what is more significant are the changfls Busserl found it necessary

27
Ibi.Ji., vol. 2, p. 535.



to make in adopting Brentano' s -theory of intentional perception. vlhile
28

not a psychologist primarily, Brentano's doctrine of intentionality

interested Husserl to such an eA~ent that it was, with certain major

alterations, to become a foundation stone for the later Husser1i8_n

phenomenology. Let us be more precise. Brentano had used the scholas-

tic term "intention" to characterize the relation bet'l-ieen the subject

and the object in perceiving. \·lhen an object is perceived this m'eant

that a subject "intends" its object, and further, this intending man-

ifests itself in "psychical experiences", or lIacts", to use another

scholastic tern. Accordingly, there is no perception Hithout this

intentionali ty, and since the object intended is ahmys phenomenal,

Brentano defined psychology in accordance "Doth this characteristic-

feature of perception as the science of psychical phenomena. For

Brent811.0, this intentional re1ation between subject and object was
29

purely metaphoricaL In fact, in 1911, he had given up using the

word "relation" in order to make as clear as possible that he ",as not

implying any real relationship. Consequently, if there is no real
o

re1-

lationship there can be no question of co-eA~stence, and, therefore,

the doctrine of intentionality leads to no "existential worries H con-

eerning the object itself. The intentional object is not a thing in

itself, a reality in the physical world, outside the eYperiencing sub-

ject; it is what Brentano called "the mentally immanent object", or

((the intentional inexistent", and \-That Hussed came to call simply the

'iintended object".

Hhat is of essential importance here is not the overall adequacy

A..D. Osborn, Edmund Hussed and his Log1 cal Investigat~.

(Cambridge Mass., 1949), p. 27.
29

Ibid.
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of Breatano's doctrine, which Husser1 finds riddled with ambiguity, but

that'in a study of the intentional " re l ationship" of consciousness to

its objects, one can find that there are essential, specific differences

of intentional relation or intention, that is, the generic descriptive
30

character of acts. \{hat this means is that the characterization of

acts can be made in terms of the specific differences between intent-

ions. There would be, for example, and according to this notion, a

difference in the 'Tay in which a doubt intends its object from the way

in which a judgement intends its object, holding it to be true or talse,

and so on for the various modes of intentionality. In addition to this

insight into Brentano' s doctrine .of intentionality, the Fifth Study

points out that the meaning of expressions lies in the "intentional

eSStmce l1 of the acts concerned. 'f;\8 remainder of the study is given

over to a description of the constituents of an act in general, na"llely,

quality, matter, and intentional essence. These considerations lead us

deeply into the sphere of logical interests, while the question as to

¥1hat kinds of acts are capable of the function of meaning remains to be

taken up in the Sixth Study.

In the introduction to the Sixth Study, .Thieh for our purposes

is the most significant study s HusserJ, asserts that all thought, and in

particular all theoretical thought and knowledge, is carried on by .ray
31

of certain acts which occur in a conte~~ of expressive discourse. It

is "in these acts1' , Husserl adds, that the Source of the pure idealities,
32

which, as we have seen, make up the content of pure logic, lies. To

clarifY the nature of ideal objects, and to describe our manner of

30
Busserl, h .b.l voL 2, p. 554.

32
1E2.9.•.

31
~., vol. 2, po 667#
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knowing them, Husserl proposes to classify "intentional experiences" or

acts in such a way that will make strides in laying bare the source of

the idea of meaning, and in the elucidation of knowledge. In this he

is making use of the principIe that intentional experiences can be dist-

inguished· and consequently classified in terms of differing intentions.

The resulting classification can be schematically represented as in the

following diagram:

INTENTIONAL EXPERIENCES OR ACTS

/ /
NON-OB,mCTIFYING ACTS OBJECTIFYING ACTS

/ /
SIGNITIVE ACTS INTUITIVE ACTS

The above does no·t pretend to have taken into account all the distinc-

tion~'.; Husserl in fact makes in working out the phenomenological pec-

uliarities of acts as such, but only the most crucial.

Actually, the distinction between· objectifying acts and non-

objectifying acts is made in the Fifth Study. vJhat it amounts to is

this:· Objectifying acts, such as judgements, are of such a kind that

they intend and narne the object as really existing, ",hile, on the other

hand, non-objectifying acts, such as desiring and wishing, do not intend

and name their object as really existing, and, as such, do not function

as full eA~ressions. We have, therefore, a class of acts--those known

as ffobjectifyinglf-Hhich are in fact marked off from all others in that

the fulfilling-syntheses appropriate to their sphere have the character

of a "putting-together1-' of things congruent, while their syntheses of

frustration have the character of a flsetting-apart" of things in conflict.

33
~., vol. 2, pp. 668-669+

33
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This '.Junld seem to mean that for the class of objectifying acts alone

would reference to any kind of objectivity be significant. In other

words, through this class of objectifying acts some "relation" to

objectivity, that is, either fulfilment or frustration, is possible.

In more general terms, an act is said to be an objectifying one if it
311

is capable of functioning as a component in a knovrledge situation.

This ,rill be clea:rer if 've move to take up the further distinction

Husser1 makes between signitive and intuitive objectifying acts and

examine their relation to the phenomenon of fulfilment.

In working toward a distinction between signitive acts and

intui tive acts, Husserl uses an example, namely, an expression of a

per'ception v7i th ,"hich to clarify precisely what is here the act in

v7hi.cll the meaning resides. He has just looked out into the garden

and n0\01 gives expression to his perception in the 'vards: "There flies
3.S

a Blackbirdt1
• ~fuat Husserl is concerned with is that act in the

above sequence wherein the meaning can be said to reside. We can be

reasonably sure, in light of the argument given in the First StUdy, that

the meaning lies neither in the perception, at least not in it alone,

nor 'vi th the mere words which function as signs. There Husserl pointed

out that the concrete phenomenon of the sense-informed expression breaks

up, on the one hand, into the physical phenomenon forming the physical

side of the eA-pression, and, on the other hand, into the acts "7hich give

it meaning and possibly also intuitive fulness, and in which its relation
36

L

to an expressed object is constituted. These two alternatives having

been eliminated Husserl finds that the expression when examined more

36
Ibid., vol. 1, po 280.

196LI.) ,

34
J.N. Nohanty, Edrnund Husserl f s ~lJ: of '1eaning. (The Hague,

P. 46.
-35

E. Husserl, L. I., vol. 2, p. 680.
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closely does not mean that any Blackbird flies, but "this one here

and nO',,". Husserl concludes that one does not merely perceive \vhen

saying lIthis lt
, but a neu act is established on the basis of the per-

ception, indicating it and dependent upon it in its difference. In

his mm words,

" •••\v8 shall rather have to conceive that the function of
meaning pertains in all cases to one and the sane sort of
act, a type of act free from the limitations of the
perception or the imagination ""hich so often fails us,
and which, in all cases where an expression authentically
'expresses', merely becomes one Hith the act expressed." 37

In other ""ords, a ne"., act of "pointingll or of "this-meaning" builds

itself on the perception, and in this llpointingll reference, and in it

alone, the m.ean5.. ng of the expression resides. He conclude, \v-j.th

Hnsserl, that perception, or for that matter, imagination, in the

orainary senSe given to these terms, are acts \·,hich determine, but
38

do riot embody meaning.

Summarizing, we can say that the act of pure meaning finds its

"fillingl f in the demonstrative act in the way of a 11 po inted" intention.

This "TOuld mean that there is first of all the intention of meaning and
39

after it there is the corresponding intui tio::l.. Filling of the

meaning-intention and knowledge of the object are, according to Husserl,

alternative ways of expressing the same state of affairs. The act of

meaning-intention can also be designated the signitive act. He have,

the refore, at this point, and on the level of perception, distinguished

bei7,.,reen signitive and intui tive acts.

In an attempt to further clarify this distinction be~"een sign-

i tive (expressive) and purely intuitive intentions, Husserl points out

37
Ibid., vol. 2, p. 681.

39--
This, of course, is a logical

priority.

38
Ibid., vol. 2, p. 684.

priori ty and not a temporal
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that vIe can readily grasp it if He contrast signs with the fOYfQS of
40

presentation and representation. Signs, or the physically written

or spoken 1wrds (marks), are expressions~ vIhich can be either meaningful

or meaningless. To be meaningful a sign must be animated by 1·That

Husserl calls flmeaning-intention". It is this feature "Ihich consti tutes

the essence of an expression qua authentic expression as contrasted with

a meaningless string of marks. If we prefer, this can be restated in

the subjective language of a noetic phenomenology by saying that a

genuine expression qua expression is constituted by a meaning-intending

act. Illustra.ting this difference we can take two expressions: (1)

"Abckdjffl, and (2) "Round-Square". The distinction bet"Ieen mea.ling-

intention Rno. meaning-fulfilment, or signification and intuition, can

be grasped by determining what precisely differentiates (1) and (2).

(1) is clearly not an authentic expression at allj it is meaningless 0

(2), on the other hand, is an expression and is meaningful, and, there-

fore, "Round-Square1
• is an authentic expression; only it is absurd that

it should designate any entity, for the corresponding intuition is ruled

out a priori. ~nth (1), we cannot understand what "Te are supposedly

expressing; we cannot entertain the possibility of a designaturn, for

it carries no meaning-intention. (2) does make sense, and we can,

therefore, entertain the possibility of the designatum is this case,

for the expression carries a meaning-intention, one which is a priori

incapable of fulfi Iment •. The meanj ng-intention serves to distinguish

be"tween merely a physical sign and the same sign considered or used as

a meaningful expression. Returning to the illustration used above, the

expression wThere flies a Blackbird" is meaningful by virtue of the

Lo
E. Husserl, b..l.., vol. 2, p. 710.
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meaning-intention which it embodies"

Husser' analysis of the expression as meaningful, or of meaning-

ful eA~erience, has detected ~~o major constituents of such experience:

(1) the sign, (2) the meaning-intention which transforms the sign into

an expression as authentic expression. Hi th the analysis thus far,

Husserl is not claiming to have discovered something within the physical

sign that most of us do not see, but rather is calling our attention to

the fact that meaning-intention must be recognized as a constituent of

authentic expressions to account for our understanding of expressions

even in the absence of the appropriate meaning-fulfilment. Mohanty

suggests that the meaning-intention, functioning in this manner, is an
41

"intellectual act of awareness". This al<lareness, '\ole must remember,

is, according' to Busse rl, essential for considering signs as meaning-

ful expressions, but is not the same as inspection of the intentional

co~relate of the act itself, which, of course, is intuition. Husserl

tells us that in mea~ing-intentionwe are not objectively aware of the

meanings, but are, nonetheless} in some sense aware of the meanings.

This difference in awareness can be elaborated upon by making use of

its corresponda.T'\ce to a more general difference, namely, to one between

the notions of thought and knowledge.

This is to say, that the same distinction could be introduced

by asking what distinguishes mere thought from knowledge. I might merely

think of a thing without knowing it: my thought of the other side of

the moon, or of the "round-square", or even of the prime numbers between

1000 and ;WOO does not as such 8..'l1ount to kno't"lledge. In this case I am,

so to speak, entertaining the possibility of such entities. Husserl

41
J .tJ" Mohanty, -p .. Lt3, cf .. also Chapter 3, "Thinking and f'Ieaning"

for a more detailed discussion of this and related issues.

,.,-
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would say that whereas thinking consists in the meaning-intending act,

knowing consists in the appropriate fulfilment of the meaning-intention.

So long as the meaning-intention is not fulfilled, vIe do not have know-

ledge, which means that krlO'vlledge is the intuitive apprehension of what

was othenlise only symbolically thought of, in and-through an act of

me~~ingful, s~abolic thought. So, we can account for the thought or
42

understanding of an expression apart from intuitive fulfilment, but

cannot account for kno.,ledge in the absence of intui tive fulfilment.

The intuitive act, then, functions as giving fulness to a sign-

itive act. In other words, the signitive act merely refers to the object

in question, .,hereas the intuitive makes the object "concrete", in a

significant sense; it brings something of the fulness(Fulle) of the

object itself. Fulness can be regarded as a characteristic phase of

acts along .ri th quality ar,d matter, though it is a positive consti tueat

only in the case of intuitive acts.' In the case of signitive acts it

is necessarily lacking. The distinction be~1een intuitive acts and

signitive acts essentially means that intentionality is twofold: It

can occur in a merely unfulfilled, signitive form, and it can also

occur in a fulfilled, intuitive or " seeing l1 form. In both forms of

intentionality an object is present to consciousness, that is, is truly

intended by it, but in the fulfilled sense, the presence is presence in

a truly pregnant sense. In Husserl's ovm words,

"The signitive intention is lacking in every sort of fulness:
the intuitive presentation first brings fulness to it, and
through identification into it. A signi tive intention merely
points to its object, whereas ~~ intuitive intention gives it
'presence t in the pregnant sense of the .,ord, it imports 43
something of the fulness of the object itself. tt

4~

The form of an expression, that is, either sentence or tel~

and so on, does not enter into the consideration, for any may designate
a phenomenon.

43
E. Busser1, ~o, vol. 2, p. 728.
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The intuitive act or intuition is distinguished, then, from the sign-

itive act in the sense that it gives something of the object itself.

The difference is not dravm in terms of the character of the intended
44

object, but in terms of its mode of being given. The object

intuited and the object signified have essentially different modes of

existence; respectively, the real, and the possible. The analysis of

the intuitive act in general has shown us that intuition is essentially

the act's property of giving the object.

At this point, under the title of intuitive acts, Husserl places
45

perception(presentation) and imagination(representation) 0 These are

acknowledged as intuitive acts for the simple reason that in both cases

the object "aimed at" by these objectifying acts is given, in full or

in part, as it is itself. In other words, in perception ffild imagination,

the object is given "in person(3ur selbst-gegebenheit kornmen)", So to

speak. The notion of fulfilment, as a real constituent of the act is,

accordingly, identified ~~th sensations(Empfindungen) and phantasies.

These elements constitute the fulness of the act and correspond to the

character of the object, whether perceived or imagined, which is pres-

ented in perception and represented in imagination.

Thus far, the analysis has led to the disclosing of three dis-

tinct aspects, or three different phases, in the structure of knowledge

as the establishing of a knowledge-unity, that is, Some form of definite

relation to objects or objectivity. This three-part division follows

from the preceding analyses in a d.-i..rect manner. Beginning with a char-

acterization of consciousness as intentional experience, Husserl has

arrived at an essential distinction betvreen objectifying acts. The

44
Levinas, p. 105.

of course, is prior to the

45
E. Husserl, L. I., vol. 2, p. 733.

extension of the conception of intuition.
This,
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three distinct phases can be set apart as follows: first, the sign

which represents the signitive sspect, second, the perception or imag-

ination, or$ more generally, the intui tion, and, lastly, the object

itself which is signified or intuited. In the Cartesian manner of speak-

ing, the three headings "ego" ~ Hcogi tatio", and Hcogi tata" express the

same phenomenological or kn01ol1edge unity somewhat differently, as a

relationship of the ego-pole and the object-poles. These are the two

directions 'our analysis can take and to them correspond different aspects

of the general notion of intentionality: direction toward something,

appearance of something, and something, an objective something,as the

1.1n1 ty in 'its appearance tm.;ard which the intention of the ego-pole,
46

through which these appearances ,is directed.

The knD\.Jledge-uni ty, or phenomenological-unity, comes about as

a result of intuition functioning in such a '",ay as to give fulness to

the signi tive act, which itself is empty in every respect. The intuitive

act has, therefore, the character of being the "fulfiller" and so also,

in the most significant sense, the "giver of fu1ness". To the degree

that the signi tive act is fu1fi ned by an act of intuition, the intuition

realizes the possibi 1i ty of an unfolding of the act of signification

10lith its definite relation to the object. Fulfilment, in this context,

registers the fact that part, or the vThole in the ideal limiting case,

of the object is imparted to the signitive act. In more precise terms,

when a signi tive act is consumated on an intuitive eSsis, the "matters··

of the associated acts are in a relationship of full or partial coin-
47

cidence. The fact that meaning-intention is united with intuition

46
E. Husserl, Cartesian Meditations. p. 171, sect. 50.

L7Matter is that element in our acts which serves as a basis for
fulfi1Joent, or more precisely, identification, for every fulfilment of a
signitive act by an intuitive act has the character of a synthesis of
identification. cL E. Husserl, ~., p~ 709, voL ~.
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in a fulfilling manner gives to the object, which appears in such intu-

i tion, the character of a "thint' known. This describes what Husserl

calls the "dynamic unity" of signitive and intuitive acts. In the case

of knowledge, where the thought and the intuition are already together,

their unity is static. That acts of signification and intuition can

enter into this peculiar relationship, Husserl calls a "primitive
48

phenomenological fact".

Thus far Husserl has limited discussion of the relation between

intention and fulfilment so as to talk only of total agreement or com-

plete coincidence. However, he does nOvT describe instances wherein

the relation is opposite in character, namely, a relation of disagree-

ltl8nt or frustration. As these are characterized merely by the absence

of appropriate fulfiLment, they do not require further consideration.

A.s v,ell, Husserl1s analysis thus far has held another restriction imposed

in that it has dealt with a limited class of experiences of fulfilment.

Meaning-intentions are merely a special case of intentional experiences

in general, and" therefore, the relationship between meaning-intention

and meaning-fulfilment is merely a special case of the consciousness

of fulfilment. On the broader basis now introduced" all intentions"

whether they be signitive intentions, intuitive intentions, or wishful
49

intentions, have corresponding possibilities of fulfilment.

These possibilities are realized or thwarted, as the case may

be, in an act specially correlated to or unsuited to the intentional

act. These "peculiar transitional experiences ll
, as Husserl calls them,

are characterizable as acts, which in the case of an intention being

realized, permit each intentional act to "reach its goal" in an act

Ls
E. Husserl, b.. 1.:." voL 2, p. 695.

49
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specially correlated ~nth it. These latter acts, ina~nuch as they

fulfill intentions, may be called "fulfilling acts", but th.ey are

called so only on account of the synthetic act of fulfillment which

underlies theme This establishes intention on a broader basis than

that of merely signitive intention, and, accordingly, the fulfilling

acts are dealt with on a broader basis as well. We have, therefore,

intentions and fulfilments both as classes of acts, in general. The

relationship of intention and fulfilment remains unchanged. Hhat the

intention refers to, but presents onlyii1 amore or less inauthentic and

inadequate manner, the fulfilroent- the act attaching itself to an in-

tention, and offering it fulness in the synthesis of fulfilment-- sets

directly before us or "makes present ll
• In fulfilment our experience is,

a'S Husserl remarks, represented by the ~JOrds: "TIds is the thing i t-

self'! •
50

In fulfilment, in other words, the object is given in the

same way as it is intended, or as it is meant in the case of signitive

intentions. Furthermore, because in each fulfilment there is more or

less cornplete intuitive illustration, the givenness is an intuitive

givenness. TI1e fulfilment, which offers to the intention a fulness, is,

in all cases, an intuitive fulfibnent, insofar as the intuitive member

of the synthesis of fulfilment has the character of the "giver of fulness ll •

A summary characterization of the notion of intuition can now be

given. Husserl says that, in general, intuitions are intentions which

require fulfillment, or, in other words, intentions, ~Thich in themselves

are empty, are brought to some degree of fulness by intuition which car-

ries out the \-lOrk of fulfilment. The \-Tork of intuition is, then, that

So
Ibid., vol. 2, p. 720.
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of contributing to the intending act, when genuinely or authentically

fulfilled, a genuinely novel element, to which the name "fulness" has

been given. Fulness must take its place as a new moment in an intuitive

act alongside of the quality and the matter, a moment specially be10ng
51

ing to the matter which it in some sense completes. The intuition,

of "Thich the intui the act is the primary constituent, provides what

Husser1 calls Itrepresentative content 11
, that is, content-sen v.ovs in

the case of SenS\l.OllS intui tion-,,,hich in its fusion y7ith the intentional

essence(the matter of the intuitive act) acquires the character of being

an intuitive representative, and, thereby, is made capable of fulfilling

the intended act. We are now made aware of the hitherto unstressed side

of the Fhenomenological contents of acts, which are fundemental for

knmJledge. VIe can on the basis of the newly found signifi,cance of such

content reiterate the distinction between intuition and intention in
5~

terms of it.

From this it is clear that intuitive illustrations play the
53

essential part in all fulfilment of intentions. The fulfilling

52
Levinas, p. 105.

act, in which there is more or less intuitive illustration, has a

flsuperioritytl which the mere intention lacks, in that the relation to

the object is made definite in the former relation. Not merely is the

object intended, but it is Itseen lt as it is itself. Here a distinction

must be made and upheld between the two notions; lIthe object i tselfll,

and Itthe object in itself", the latter having no significance for

phenomenology.

\{hile the above discussion of Husserlts elucidation of the gen-

era1 notion of intuition in relation to the phenomenon of fulfilment

51
~., vol. 2, pp. 722-723.

53
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is admittedly negligent of some of the fine detail, it has nevertheless

been the source of sufficient information. Plainly stated, it is now

established, with some degree of assurance, that intuition, as Husserl

conceives of it, is that mode of consciousness in which the object

intended by it is not only intended or referred to but also primordially

given. The discussion of the various "kinds" of intui ti on to be under

taken in the next chapter will further clarify the concept of intuition

in general.

L..



CHAPTER TIlO

The present chapter proposes to outline the "essential varieties tt

of intuition, as primordial ways of givenness, which Husser1 recognizes.

We are to sone degree already fmoiliar with acts of perception and acts

of imagination as acts of intuition, but shall further scrutinize these

acts in which sensuous concreta and their constituents are presented as

given, and later move on to consider quite different acts in which

concretely determinate states of affairs(Sachverha1ten), collections,

and disjunctions are given as complex thought-objects of a higher order,

which include their foundational objects as real parts(ree1l) in them-

selves. We shall then deal with acts of the type of generalizing or

indefini tely individual apprehension, .,hose· objects are certainly of

a higher level, but which do. not include their foundational objects in
S4

themselves. Here, Husserl is first of all distinguishing betveen

acts of sensory intuition and those of higher order which are called

11categoria.l acts of intui tion", and, secondly, between different types

of acts of categorial intuition. It is these distinctions which must

be clarified.

Begilming with an a.nal)~is of perception, in the ordinary sense

of the term, the first step in such an analysis shows us that perception

gives the object in question either from the front, or perspectivally

fore-shortened and projected, etc. That is to say: perception only
SS

gives one of the possible presentations of an object. If it were

the case, Husserl points out, that perceptions were always the actual

51-
Jbid., vol. 2, p. 788,
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self-presentation of the object, that they pretend to be, then there

could be only a single perception for each object, since its peculiar

essence "rould be exhausted in such self-presentation. Such is, however,

not the case, for in the phenomenological context, ordinary perception

·is composed of countless intentions, some purely perceptual, SOMe merely

imaginative, some even signitive. Yet, as a total act, Husserl tells

us, perception gives the object itself, even if only by way of an aspect,

for the object as it is itself is not totally different from what is
S6

realized, even if imperfectly, in the perception.

More precisely, in each perception the object appears from this

side, or from that; now it appears close, now at a distance, etc. Yet,

despi te these differences, one and the same object is "there". For

exarrfple: whether I look at this book from above or below, from insi de

or outside, I alvays "see" this book. This is accounted for, Husserl

points out, by the fact that the individual perceptions of our series,

which each give something of the object, have a continuous unity, that

is, they are part of a group. Such continuity does not amount to the

mere fact of temporal adjunction: the series of individual acts rather

has the character of a phenomenological unity, in which the individual

acts are fused. In this unity our manifold acts are not merely fused

into a phenomenological whole, but into one act. The one act Husserl

calls the "continuous perception". It is founded on the individual

perceptions, as a whole is founded on its parts, and not in the sense

according to vhich a founded act manifests a new "act-character", vhich

is grounded in the act-characters that underlie it, and is, therefore,

unthinkable apart from the underlying act-characters. The unification
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of these perceptions into a continuou~ perception is not, therefore,

the performance of some peculiar act, through vrhich a ne,." consciousness

of something is set up, but it is rather the case that the continuous

perception is merely, as it were, llextended" perception, and we find,

consequently, that precise~y the same object is continuously meant in
57

it.

He can call this "extended" perception, that is, the continuous

running on of individual perceptions, a perception in its own right,

for ju::;t as the "thing" does not appear before us as a roere sum of its

countless individual features, which a later preoccupation with ,detail

may distinguish, so the act of perception is ahrays a homogeneous unity,
58

",rhich gives the object presence in a simple, iromec1J,ate ...,ay.

perceived is not, therefore, merely a sum of sensuous qualities given

to the senses at the moment of perception, such as, for example, a cer-

tain colour, form, size, some auditory datum, tactile or thermal prop-

erties, etc. Nor is the perceived "thing" a sum of such' actually

given qualities to which are added a number of remembered qualities of

a similar kind. We can conclude, vrith Husserl, that in sense-perception

the object appears "in one 'blov;" as soon as our glance falls upon it.

The manner in ...,hich perception makes the "thing" appear present is

"straightforward", in that no apparatus of founding or founded acts,

in the genuine sense, is required. The object is directly comprehended,

or is itself present and constitutes itself in a simple way in the act

of perception. This direct comprehension is accounted for by the fact

that the "theme" of the act of perception is the very thing itself,

although in a single perceptual act, it is given in a one-sided manner
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of presentation. Every single perception thus points and refers beyond

itself to aspects different from its present manner of appearance. To

eA~ress the point differently, every perception is intenJoven with anti-
59

cipations of what further perceptions will yield. Such anticipations

may be more or less indetel~inate and vague, but they are never totally

devoid of all specification. In senSuouS perception, then, \ole "see"

the object directly and immediately as it is itself. For this re8.son

sensory perception is also called "simple perception(schlichte

Wahrnehmung)". In clearing up the concept of straightfoTV18.rd perception,

or what is the same, sense-perception, Husserl has clarified as well

the concept of a sensible, real object o A real object is defined as

being the possible object of a straightforward sensible intuition, and,

in particular, of a sensible perception.

In contyast to perception in the straightforward sense, Husserl

places imagination, which is also straightfonrard. Perception is char-

acterized, as vie have seen, by the fact that in it the object appears

"in person", and nO\" imagination is set apart from it by the fact that

in it the object appears "in a likeness". It is on this basis that

perception and. imagination" both taken as straightforward acts of

intuition, are distinguished. This difference is a result of the char-

acteristic differences in the syntheses of fulfilment correlated to the

acts. Imagination fulfills itself through the peculiar synthesis of

image-resemblance, whereas perception fulfiJ.ls itself through the "syn
60

thesis of identic'al-thinghood(sachlichen Identi tat)". Husserl points
L

out that certain features of straightforward perception have correspond~

ing features in the sphere of straightforward imagination. As vIe have
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already seen, to the synthesis of "identical-thinghood" of many percep-

tions, there corresponds the synthesis of image-resemblance of many

images, in which the same object attains imaginory representation. To

the changing perceptual projections of the object, a further correspon-

dance is detected in imaginative projections, and in the ideal limi ting

case, to an adequate perception, where the self-presenting sensed-content

coincides \oli th the perceived object, there is a corresponding perfect

copying, where the imaginative projection coincides with the complete
61

likeness. Sense-perception, then, is characterized by the fact

that in its so to speak, the object itself appears and does not, as in

the case of imagination, appear "in a likeness".

Taking the elucidation of the notions of perception and imag-

in2.tion as straightfolVlard intuitions even further Husserl finds that

there is a necessary parallelism between them, which guarantees that

a straightfonlard imagination, or, more precisely, a whole series of

imaginations, having the same essence, is correlated to °a straight-

forward perception, that is, to a continuous series of perceptions.

The concept of sensible intuition is thereby extended beyond its usual

meaning to include not only acts of senSuouS perception, for which the

designation is obvious, but acts of imagination as well, by virtue of

this necessary parallelism. Both qualify, so to speak, as sensible

intuition as they have been described, for, in each case, the object

in question is given or made present, either "as itself", or "in a

likeness". In other "lOrds, both straightfolVl8.rd perception and imag-

ination, as 1'intui ting agencies", establish a definite relation to
62

objectivi ty. More generally, both, as fOl~S of sensuous intuition,
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are consciousness of an individual object.

Our preceding analysis shmTs the mutual affinities betvTeen acts

of perception and acts of imagination, and their common opposition as

intui tive acts to signi tive intentions. VIe can, therefore, distinguish

between a sign-content, on the one hand, and the perceptual or imagin-

ative projection of the object, on the other, with a measure of confi-

dence. It has also been shown that sense-perception "grasps" its
63

object in its Ilbodily self-hood", and that straightfo rYlard imagina-

tion gives its object "in a likeness". At this point, "lith the notion

of sensuouS intuition clarified, our thoughts are taken back to what

is Husserl's over-ri.ding epistemological concern, namely, the nature

'and origin of "ideali ties", '''hich, by definition, so to speak, are in-

c8pable of separate being, and, in general, are not objects in the S8nle

sense as are individual objects. It is here, then, that the more basic

and extended concept of intuition makes its entrance, for these ideal

objects, inasmuch as they are distinct from individual, spatio-temporal

existents, cannot be seen in the ordinary sense of the term. They must,

however, Husserl says, be realized in acts of higher level. The follow·-

ing proposes to examine this claim by outlining the distinction Husserl

draws between sensory and categorial intuition, and through a description

of the specific characterizations of the latter.

To this point Husserl has proceeded solely on the basis of

sensory intuition, and, in point of fact, only a small number of judge-

ments remain on the level of sensibility. Judgements in particular do

arise which give e~'Pression to certain meanings which have no definite

relation to anything individual; they give general expresslon to

63
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relations ffioong ideal unities. Yet, Husserl is quick to tell us, the

general meanings embodied in such judgements can also be realized on

the basis of corresponding intuition, since they have their origin,
6LI

mediately or immediately, in :i.ntui tion. The prototype for interpret-

ing the relation bet\"een meaning and intui tiun is the relation alread.y

described as the relation of the ~lproperl1 individual meaning to correS-

panding sensory perceptions, wherein the meaning-intention is fulfilled

vri th complete adequacy in the perceptions. Hm.,rever, the case of ideal-

i'ties,\"hether formal or material generalities, is not as simple as the

case of a 11properll individua.l meaning ;'li th its stra.ightfoT\,rard relation
65

of coincidence with sensory perception. 1>Ie vrould, Husserl notes,

. vainly seek sympathetic elements in individual intuition for objective

correlates of formal and general meall.ings, and for the a.cts in vrhich
66

these are given to us.

It is clear, then, that in dealing .,i th idealities, as opposed

to individualities, the I1fulfilling acts tl required are cif a completely

different order from those of straightforvrard intuitive acts. The acts

required, Husserl says, are themselves founded in the straightforward

intui tive acts, and this very fact of founding constitutes them as acts

of 'higher 1evel. \>Then, therefore , idealities find their fulfilling

intuitively, they build up ne., acts on the basis of straightfonmrd

intuitions. In other .,ords, the fulfilHng of an intention referring

to an ideal existent requires that new acts be built up on the basis

of underlying straightfon18.rcl acts of intuition. These neVT acts intend

64 65
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their objects in quite a different manner, for the intuited object, in

such cases does not simply exist as what is intended; it functions in-

stead as a clarifying ex&~ple for the real ideal meaning. This prov-

1s10nal discussion has sho~m us the difficulty Husserl is faced with,

and has hinted at its removal~ Let us be more precise.

Husserl distinguishes be~{een ~{o tl~es of categorial acts of

intuition, and therc1;Ti th, between two types of categorinl elements or

types of idealities. On the one hand, we have the categorial act

through "Thich one arrives at formal categorial elements, such as, the

general meanings expressed by the following formal \vords; t the', Ia' ,

'some l , 'many', 'fev', 't-wo', 'is', 'and', Ivrhich ' , and so on. These

. '<Tords e:A.-press what might be called "purely formal notions", such as,

Inmnber', 'being f , 'whole', etc. In such acts,concretely determinate

states of affairs, collections, disjunctions are given as complex

thought-objects, or as objects of higher order, which include their

foundat-lonal objects, as real parts, in themselves. On the other

hand" we have categorial acts in "Thich the objects of the founding

straightfoT\{ard acts of intuition do not "enter into" the intention of
67

the founded one. In and through the latter type of categorial act

one arrives at general notions, or universals, such as, the "Idea Colour",

or "Idea Triangle", and so on. The latter may be referred to as "mat-

erial categories", as opposed to the former, which are designated

"formal categoriesH
• This distinction betv18en the types of categorial

acts of intuition tr~~slates into one be~~een the types of abstraction
60

Husserl calls "generalizing" abstraction a..1l.d "formalizing" abstraction.
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Begin.11.ing"Ji th the categorial intuition of formal notions, Husserl's

fi rst step is to dra"T a distinction betvTeen form and matter(not to be

confused with matter of act as opposed to quality). Using such examples

of propositional types as; t A is pt and tAll S are P', etc., Husserl

notes that only at the places indicated by letters(variables) in such

forms of judgement can the meanings be put that are themselves fulfilled

in straightfonJard intuition. It is hopeless, even quite misguided,

Husserl sa)~, to look directly in straightforward intuition for what

could give :fulfilment to the formal meani::l.gs. The distinction bei;;,Teen

matter and :form corresponds, therefore, to one between those elements

,"hich find direct fulfilment in sensuous in·tui tion, and those which,

as forms of meaning, likewise "crave" fulfilment, but cem find nothing

that could ever fill them in senSuouS perception, or acts of like order.

11. fundemental line of demarcation between what may be called lIsensory

matter", which constitutes 1. tself in straightforward intui tion, a..1'1d

"categorial form", which, as .Te shall see directly, constitutes itself

in founded acts, is draHn. The distinction can be illustrated by a

consideration of lIbeing" qua existence, "Thich Kant has said is not a

real predicate. Husserl points out that I can see colour, but not being

coloured, I can feel smoothness, but not being-smooth, I can hear a sound,

but not that something is sounding. From this he concludes, that lIbeingll

is nothing in the object, not any part of it, not a moment tenanting·

it, no quality or intensity of it, no figure of it, or no internal form

wha.tsoever, no constitutive feature of it, however conceived. He con

tinues, pointing out that "beingll is also nothing attaching to an object:

as it is not a real(rea1es) internal feature, So also it is not a real

e:Kternal feature, and, therefore, in the only significant sense, not a

L
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'feature at all ~

69
"Being", he concludes, "is absolute} y imperceptible",

in the ordinary sense of "perception". If, therefore, "being" is simply

not perceivable, "Ti th the ordinary interpretation given to "perception",

then, Husserl tells us, it must be realized in acts of higher level.

This position he begins to clarify after first criticizing the

doctrine that formal categories arise through reflection upon certain

mental states, and So fall into the sphere of "inner sense", or "inner

perception". This he criticizes by pointing out that it is not in these

states, taken as objective acts, that we have the abstractive basis which

enables us to realize the formal concept in question, but in the objects

of the acts. The concept of "being", and this applies to the other

formal categories as well, can only "arise", that is, become "se1f-given"

to us if based on an act "'hich at least sets some individual instance

of it imaginatively "before our eyes". So, the concept of "being" and

those like it can only arise "Then some being, or some instance of the
70

concept in question, actual or imaginary, is set "before our eyes".

If "being" is taken, as Husserl takes it, as a real predicate, then

some state of affairs must be given to us, and by ,-laY of an act ,.]hich
71

is all. analogue to straightforvlard intuition. As it stands, then,

the categorial forms have no terminus in straightfonlard intuition, and,

more particularly, in sensible perception. Hm-lever, as we have said,

Husserl conceives of, and says quite plainly that there must be at least

an act '''hich renders identical service to the categorial elements of

m.eaning, that merely sensible perception renders to the material elements.

What Husserl is suggesting is that, ;,7hile in its narrower sense.., intuition

69 70
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applies only to individual .• temporal beine, there is a "!ider sense in

which categorial forms can be said to be intuited as well.

Each type of categorial act of intuition, as has been pointed

out, is associated with a distinct form of abstraction. Hith respect

to categorial forms this abstraction is a formalizing abstraction.

Purely formal notions arrived at through ffil abstractive act of this

kind, "'hich issues in a new categorial act-character, and a ne", style

of objectivity, 'have no reference to any specific material region.

Since they refer to no material region in particular, notions of this

kind refer to or can refer to everyone of these regions--th8t is to

say, to any object, content or phenomenon, l,.!hatever its qualitative Md

material nature. The categorial founded acts "Thich apprehend these pure

ly fonnal notions, as 1,e knovT, are founded on acts of straightfonTard

intuition 0 The objects of these founding acts assume an important role'

in the carrying out of the abstractive categorial act, in that the syn

thetic intention of the categorial act is subsidiarily directed to these

objects. This, Husserl explains, meMS that the synthetic intention of

this type of categorial act of intuition, that is, those having to do

with categorial forms, hold the objects of the founding acts of intuition

together in ideal " contcnts l1 or bring them to a relational unity. Hhat

this means is that the formal categories are reached from a basis of

particular instances, and the categorial act of intuition consequently

retains a subsidiary reference to the actual instance. In virtue of

the essential homogeneity of the function of fulfilment, formal categ

ories are said to find fulfilment in intuition, and, more particularly,

in categorial intuition o The state of a.ffairs(Sachverhalt) is not

merely referred to, as in the case where meanings function purely
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symboli cally, but it is set "before our eyes" in just the intended form.

In other words, it is not merely thought of, but intuited, and, more

precisely, perceived.

Thus far we have been concerned with only the first type of

categorial act of intuition, namely, that which Busserl calls the

"simple synthetic act". In them the synthetic intention is directed

to the objects of the founding intuitions. There is, however, another

type of categorial act of int~ition in which the objects of the found-

ing acts do not "enter into" the intention of the founded one, and only

reveal their close connection to the founded act in relational acts.

It is here, Husserl says, that we have the field of "universal or

general intui tion"- an expression, he admits, that sounds no better than
73

"wooden iron lf
• 1:Jhat Husserl is referring to is a particular kind of

apprehension, which has to do with idealities, as opposed to indivi&lal-

i ties, and is, therefore, categorial and not sensory, and which is spec-

ifically directed toward universals, or general objects, or, as 1"e ref-

erred to them previously, material categories. In connection with the

. discussion of universal or general intuition, Husserl points out that

this categorial act, as is the case with all categorial acts, is founded

on acts of straightfoT',.,rard intuition. 1tlhat has been called "generaliz-

ing" abstraction sets in on the basis of these primary and straightfor-

vlard intuitions, and with it a neH categorial act-character emerges, in

which a new style of objectivity becomes apparent, an objectivity which

can only become apparent- whether it is given as real or as merely
74

imagined- in just such a founded act. This abstraction is not meant

in the sense of 1' setting-in-relief" of some non-independent moment of
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a sensed object, but "ideational abstraction", "lhere no such non-

independent moment, but its Idea, its universal is brought to conscious-

ness, and achieves "actual. givennesSl". In the act of generalizing

abstraction the universal itself is given to us; we do not think of it

roe·rely in signitive ·fashion, as \·1hen we merely understand general names,
75

but vie apprehend it, "behold" it. Husserl concludes that talk of an

·'intu:i.tion" and, more precisely, of a "perception" is, in this case,

·well justified.

The tHofold aspect of intuition recognized by Husserl is main-

tained by qualifying intuition by the terms "sensory1l and "categorial",

in such a ,-my that sensory intuition can be said to relate to sensuouS

objects, \"hich, in fact, can be characterized as "objects of the Im.est

level of possible intui tion't , while categorial intuition relates to
76

categorial or ideal objects,.as objects of higher levels. In the

narrow sense of intuition, that is, as sensible intuition, an object

is directly apprehended, or is present as it is itself or in a likeness.

Whet this me811S, Husserl has tolcl us, is this: the object is intuited

sensibly, with such and such a definlte objective content; it is not

constituted in relational, connective or othen"ise articulated acts,

that is, acts founded on other acts, but is present "at a single act-
77

level" • To describe the wider and more basic concept of intuition,

Husserl tells us that each straightfonrard act of intuition can serve

as basic act for new acts, Hhich at times include it, and at other times

merely presuppose it e These latter acts are, of course, those Hhich

ha"lJe been called "categorial" acts of intuition. These. are acts which,

in their nev1 mode of consciousness likevTise bring to maturity " a new
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awareness of objects which essentially presupposes the old".
78

1"hen

the neu acts arise, we do not have any sort of subjective experiences,

nor do we have· just acts connected ",i th the original acts. What "Ie

have are acts which, as was said, set up new objects and in which some-

thing appears actual· and self-given ",hich was not given, and could not

have been give~ as that which it now appears to be in the fOlli~dationa1

acts alone o The new objectivity, it is clear, is gro~~ded in the old;

the new phenomenon is essentially determined by this relation to the

founding objectivity. vIe have, therefore, a sphere of objects '.Jhich

can only show themselves "in person" in such founded acts. It is in

such acts of the second or higher level that the nature of categorial

intuition lies.

Categoria1 acts of intuition have been described as founded,

as intuitions of nev' types of objects '"hich were brought to light and

could only have been given in such founded acts. Hus5erl thinks that

these new acts, these founded acts, are justifiably called "intuitions",

for, wi th a mere surrender of a straightforward relation to their object,

they have all the essential peculiarities of intuitions: we find in

their case the sa~e essential divisions, and they show themselves cap-

able of achieving the same fully performed fulfilments. This extended

and more basic use of the concept of intuition, which rests on a com-

munity of essential features, is, according to Husserl, an authentic
79

generalization. This concept of intuition, Husserl continues, is quite

capable of general application, and ",e find that an extended form of

intuition takes a prominent position in his phenomenological philosophy.

Before moving on to consider another form of intuition, let us briefly
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take up the question as to the representing contents of these categorial

acts of intuition.

1;1e are rem.inded of relations of possible fulfilment, or of the

fulness which straightfonJard intuitive acts confer on signitive acts,

of the ascending scales formed among intuitive acts by variable fulness,

of final adequation as an ideal limit, or, in short, of certain connect-

ions ,nth the notion of representing contents. Representing contents

constitute the difference between empty and full intuition; they are

responsible for fulness. Only intuitive acts, as we have seen, render

their object apparent or 'lseeable", for precisely in them a representing

content is contained, and 'Thich is seen, in the ca.se of sensUQUs intuition,

as the very self of the object, or as a likeness. However, what is

categorial, Husserl tells us, is not bound up with representing contents
80

which are sensible. We are, therefore, faced ,vi th the question as

to the nature of the representing contents for these new founded acts

of categorial intuition. Husserl moves toward a solution through a

distinction between those concepts framed on the ground of straight-

forward intuitive acts themselves, and those framed on the ground of

tlreDection" on any straightfonJard intuitive act. He gives the fol-

10VJing illustration. I perceive a house a~d reflecting on my perception,

frame the concept of perception. But if I simply look at the house, I

use my perception itself, rather than the perception of a perception,

as the underlying act for an abstraction, and, accordingly, the concept
81

of house arises. This leads to a further distincti on in the sensory

field be~,veen the contents of reflection, which are themselves act-

char8cters, or are founded on act-characters which have their ultimate
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foundation in the contents of senSuouS intuition, and the primary con-

tents~ in which all the contents of reflection are mediately or immed~

iately founded. To this distinction there corresponds another in the

sphere of representing contents, for "only reflective contents can serve
82

as purely categorial representing contents".

Husserl t S analysis has achieved certain important results ,,'hich

can be restated summarily as follows; (1) a distinction het\-Teen intuition,

;,rhether it is sensible or categorial, ",hether it is adequate or inadequate,

and signification has been established, (2) sensory intuition in the

ordinary sense has been contrasted with categorial intuition, which

is intuition in a ~Qder sense, (3) simple intuition or straightfon,ard

intui tion, '·Ihich ltmakes present ll or gives the individual object, has

been set apart from universal or general intlli tion "Ihieh gives the
83

universal or general object e This much resolved, we can now proceed

",-1. th an examination of a further application of the concept of intuition,

n~tely, essential intuition.

As the name itself makes clear this particular kind of intuition

has to do "'i th essences, and it is this featllre "Thich will enable us to

distinguish eidetic intuition from either of the kinds of categorial

abstractive intuition and from empirical intuition. The identification

of the object of interest to the phenomenologist as essence, in other

words, makes possible the clarification of this particular \-Jay of look-

ing at this type of object, that is, that species of intuition by ",hich

"Te apprehend. essences as necessary structures.

Essences, as we know, are to be distinguished from individual

existents, and are to be classified as idealities. They are not
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empirical objects, they do not occupy any place in space, they are not

individualized- in time, and it is precisely in this that their ideality

consists. The ideality of the object does not mean that it exists

first and is ~o be characterized later by an indifference to space and

time, but that such indifference constitutes the mode-of-being itself

of the ideality, that is, the mode of presenting itself in conscious-

ness$ or of constituting itself there, as Husserl expresses it. The

essence, therefore, is not to be identified ".li th 8 characteristic trait

or moment of the individual object ~hich is somehow brought i~to relief;

for this, too, remains something individual, whereas the essence is

ideal. For example, the essence of "red" is not the "red" of the indiv-

idual that has been isolated by an effort on the part of one's attention,

but the ideal, the necessary structure itself, which is given in and

through eidetic intuition. Inasmuch as the essence is called an "ideal

object", we are justified in calling eidetic intuition "a particular kind

of categorial intui tion", as many commentators seem to have done. OSborn,

for one, maintains that Iteidetic intuition" is merely another name for

categorlal intuition. In our view, however, and this, we think expresses

Husserl's molTl position, eidetic intuition can and must be distinguished

from abstractive acts of categorial intuition and not simply identified
\

".lith it. More accurately, eidetic intuition can be said to be a kind

of categorial intuition, and quite distinct from both formal categorial

intuition and universal intuition. With this characterization of essence,

we can now move to examine, in more precise terms, the meaning of the

intuition of the ideal, and more particularly, the intuition of the

essence, the famous "wesensschau fl of Husse 1'1.

--------------------------------------
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We are already familiar with intuition of the ideal~ for we have

met with it in the form of abstractive categorial intuition. These

categorial objects, formal and material generalities, however, must be

distinguished from essences. The intuition of categorial elements,

of the former type, comes about, as we have seen, with the help, either

direct or indirect, of straightforward intuition. The acts of straight

forward intuition are the founding acts and the abstractive categorial

acts are the founded acts, which manifest a new act-character, itself

grounded in the act-characters which underlie it, and unthinkable

apart from the underlying sensory act-characters. We have, in other

words, a peculiar new act wherein something new is objectively meant,

and through which something is objectively set up. We have a new act

which is grounded on straightforward acts of intuition, and is, there

fore, in a relationship of strict dependence to individual, temporal

existence. We know that an act of abstraction sets to work on the

basis of primary intuitions and with it a new categorial act-character

emerges and a new style of objectivity ·becomes apparent. It is in this

way that the sensible object cooperates, directly or indirectly, in the

constitution of abstractive categorial elements. However, as we shall

see, the act of ideation which leads to the apprehension of the essence,

the act conditional for the apprehension of the essence is a founded

act, but not an abstractive one. It is an act of an entirely different

structure.

This act of intuition can and must be distinguished from that of

abstractive categorial intuition. As levinas points out, a basis for

such a distinction is not explicitly given by Husserl and, consequently,

th~ description of the concept of eidetic intuition "scarcely transcends"
--------------------------------------
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the very general description of the phenomenon of categorial intuition
84

of general categorial objects. Hmlever, what Husserl clearly has

in mind, '''hen speaking about eidetic intuition, is a fol1U. of intuition

which "grasps!! objects at the level of their necessary structure. This,

then, is quite distinct from the apprehension of the very general, \-lhich

requires an abstractive act. In this regard Husserl says,

"That ideCltion \-lhich gives the ideal essences as ideal tlimi ts'
which in principle cannot be found in any sensory intuition
is something radically different from the apprehension of 8e
the essence through simple abstraction.!! ~

Clearly, this means that the act of ideation(the celebrated Hesensschau)

is an original type of experience. It cannot be reduced to mere

isolating abstraction or to acts of selective attention, which can do
86

no more than pick out individual Wholes, elevating them to generality.

Further clarification of the concept of eidetic intuition

requires that the phenomenological method, which prepares for, or leads

the way to the intuition of essence, be set dmm. He must, therefore,

pause, so to speak, 'vi th the direct examination of eidetic intuition,

to describe br:i.efly the phenomenological way of thinking, through a

description of the phenomenological method as it bears directly on

the concept of eidetic intuition.

8L-
Levinas, p. 158.
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Spiegelberg, vol.
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CHAPTE R TIIREE

The following consideration of the phenomenological method

will ultimately lead to a clarification of the concept of eidetic

j.ntuition. Such a preliminary consideration is necessary, for the

concept of eidetic intuition must be clarified within the context of

phenomenological method, for it is the ultimate goal of the method.

A. discussion of method provides the context and makes possible, by

clarifying the strict procedure, a description of the final aim of

that procedure.

Phenomenology, as Husserl defines it, is to be a science of

true beginnings or origins; . "a return to the things themselves". This.

mear,s that the phenomenologist is to return to the immediate, original

data in the field of inquiry, that is, the field of pure consciousness.

The ultimate root, the absolute and radical starting poin·t is not,

therefore, any single fundemental principle such as Descartes' "cogi to"

or Spinozafs llsubstance", but an entire field of original eA'})erience.

The first step must define this field of original experience; it must

bring us to the primordial level by means of specific techniques. Hi th

this in mind, Husserl devises the systematic theory of the "reductions",

thinking that the reductions can lead us to this field of primordial

data, that is, the "phenomenal field". In general, the reductions mean

a series of "purifications", in the sense of excluding all "trancendences",

and an accompanying definition of the phenomenological thematic. As

such, they function both negatively and positively to bring about the

desired return to primordial data. flfore precisely, Husserl distinguishes

47
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a tvlOfold reduction: the "eidetic reduction ll and the complex of

reductive phases, which Husserl calls the "transcendental-phenomenolog-

icall1 reduction. As a methodological device the systematic theory of

the reductions is indispensable to the phenomenological p-rogram, for

. the phenomenal aspects of that which is thematized are not revealed by

ordinary empirical observation, but demand a change in "standpoint".

This the phenomenologist accomplishes through the performance of the

reductions. It can be said that the reductions signify nothing in them-

selves, but are this fundamental change of standpoint. Let us examine

them. in more detail.

The transcendental-phenomenological reduction, which is really

a series of graded reductions, is performed by me, as the actually

philosophizing subject, from the basis of the llnatural" standpoint, at

which I experience myself here, in the fi rst instance as ftI", in the

ordinary sense of the term; as this human person living among others
8tl

in the \'1Orld. From the natural standpoint, it is a world of things,

other people, affairs, \.,Thich are accepted as wholly unproblematical.

As I look about, I see things, pen, ink bottle, their shapes, colours,

and occupy myself- cbgni tively, practically, aesthetically, in any

manner of engagernen"t-\,ri th these and other things as objects, "1hich are

strictly independent of myself. Our existence, in the natural attitude,

Husserl points out, is one of "ndive" acceptance of the world filled

"lith objects, existing "1ho11y in themselves and in possession of a

rationality that can be understood. More precisely, in the natural

atti tude, in every cognitive and evaluative act, we implici tl y posit

an existential judgement about ourselves and the world. Thus, every

Lauer,
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cognitive and evaluative act effected naturally already carries with

1.t the predecision about \-lhat it is supposed to provide: an essentia1.,

unprejudiced cognition, or evaluation, of the'object in question. It

1.s precisely because of these preconceptions that the "Cartesian" doubt

arises in the form of such questions as; do I exist?, does the world

exist?, since our experience gives such contradictory views of the

'Horld. Descartes had attempted to doubt everything and anything in

his search for an indubitable basis for knowledge, which was motivated

by such questions. However, with Descartes, the attempt at universal

doubt is tantamount to an essay in universal denial, and to proceed

entirely in this manner is clearly to take a position wi.th regard to

reality, and this, Husserl refuses to do.

His approach to an attempt at "radicalization" of foundation,

conditioned by sueh doubt, takes the form of a consideration of the

given apart from all aspects of the act of cognition in its natllral

fonn,. The level of empi rical, contingent existence, vlhich cognition of

the natural sort attains, is considered, by Husserl, to be th~oughly

unfit as a secure basis for knowledge. He proposes, therefore, to alter

the natural standpoint, and thereby achieve a reflexive standpoint which

would disassociate the cognitive from the abuse of the natural stand

point. The first technique devised for this transformation to a radical

standpoint Husserl calls "epoche ll
•

Tne epoch~ can be considered the first of the transcendental

phenomenological reductions, through ,.,hieh one assumes a standpoint

radically different from the natural standpoint. By the application

of the epochl'? a particular thesis is disconnected, or assigned the
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coefficient of nullity. In other Hords, the thesis remains unchanged,

but is put out of play, suspended, and is of no further consequence to

the examina.tions which folloH. In this 1Ilay the "Cartesian" methoclolog-

ical doubt is radicalized, or fashioned, in such a. "18Y that the "moment

of doubt" conditions the suspension of the thesis in question, but does

not lead to its negation. The epoch~ itself is never a doubt, not even

a methodical doubt. It is simply the eliminating of any pasition what-

ever concerning the data of consciousness so that they can be "recon-

stituted" Hi thout the aQ.di tion of any element foreign to pure conscious-

ness e This, then, is' the fi rst and fundamental technique vlhich has

"brad:etedtl the thesis of the natural standpoint. The epoch'€ can and

has been limited as to its universality to accomodate the task at ha.nd,

namely, the disclosure of a ne\,' scientific domain.

In Ideas 1.., Husserl specifically carries through his phenomen-

ological program, and the existence and reality of an external ,.;orld

is bracketed by the application of the epoch~. This much accomplished,

Husserl is able to f02us solely on the presentati.onal structure of the

phenomena, that is, on the phenomena as they appear prior to any inter-

pretation or belief attached to them. The epoch~ brings to eA~ression

the fundemental and essential contingency of the Horld and of all things

which are encountered therein. It does not retain some alleged indub-

i table scrap of the' ",orld, but radically undermines all ontological

pronouncements, proposing to understand the world from a. sta~dpoint

89
\-lhich appears "to be necessary in principle". The "lorId, previously

accepted as "just out there", is no'., trea.ted as phenomena, ·that is, as

correlative to Dure consciousness. The extension of the transcendenta1-

89
~., p. 156, sect. 57.
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phenomenological reduction completes the process of "purification ll
, and,

in specific terms, defines the field of inquiry.

The critical extensions include the transition to pure consci-

ousness by means of the transcendental reduction and the phenomenolog-

ica1 bracketing of the transcendent-eidetic sciences. A~ this point

the Ill" of the natural standpoint has "become", so to speak, the trans-

cendental inquirer for all time. I am no longer posited as real(wirklich),

but exclusively as a pure subject for which this world has being, that is,

meaning. The real being, that is, the existence or reaH ty, remains
90

unconsidered, unquestioned, and its vali di ty is left out of account.

TIlrough the transcendental-phenomenological reduction, the transcendent-

a1 ego is directly set up at the focus of reflection and made tl1e theme

of transcendental description. v.Jhat \ole are left Hith, if one wishes

to put it this way, is the transcendental ego '"ith its transcendental

life, or, expressed differently, with the llpure experience as act wi th
91

its o\om proper essence."

The transcendental-phenomenological reduction, Hhich \ole have

just briefly described, is called "transcendenta1" because it reveals

the ego for which everything has being, that is to say, experience is

regarded as meaningful. It is phenomenological in the sense that the

objects in question are considered as pure phenomena, and, finally, it

is called "reductionlt because, according to Husserl, it leads back to

the source, the original data, that is, the pure phenomena. As an en-

tire operation the transcendental-phenomenological reduction brings

about the transi tion from a non-reflective to a reflective attitude,

in which phenomenology is then operative.

90
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sense of the operation, it means, as Ricoeur points out, "an abstention

from. judgement concerning the ontological status of the appearing and
92

an occupation "'i th only the pure appearing". It serves to overcome

the 1'obHvion" of the natural attitude. 1:.Jhen I realize that the nat-

ural attitude is an operation, a thesis, and not a passivity, then I

t1become" absolute consciousness, to ",Thich objectivity is strictly cor-

relative. With this much accomplished, all naive existence is eliminated,

and the analJ~is is restricted to that which is immediately given prec-

isely as it is given. The next instrument brought to bear on this field

of reduced experience is Hhat Husserl calls the "eidetic reduction",

which like the transcendental-phenomenological reduction is no more than

a device of method.

The eidetic reduction leads us from the realm of facts to that

of essences; it is that methodological· procedure ",hereby our knm.,r1edge

moves from the level of fact to the level of "eidos", which. are put

before us, as pure subject, as "pure possibilities", ",hose va1idi ty is

independent of contingent existence. Through the eidetic reduction the

real existent is divested of its actuality, that is, its factual char-

acter, its existenti81 character, its spatia-temporal determinations,

which all serve to individualize the object, and from all those char-

acterS that accrue to it on account of its integration into the real

world. In this regard, Husserl says,

tilt is only the individual element that phenomenology ignores,
whilst it raises the whole essential content in its concrete
fulness to eidetic consciousness •••" 93

The real existent is, therefore, not regarded as an individual existent,

but as an actualized possibili ty. Under the eidetic reduction even the

1967),

92
P8ul Ricoeur, Husse~l: An Ilnalysis_ of His Phenomenology. (Evanston .•

p. 10.

93 HusserJ., Ideas l, p. 192, sect. 75.
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fact of its actualization is of no consequence, and, hence, is dis're

garded. Thus, from the status of a factual existent, the object is

transformed to a kind of being having the status of an example lending

itself to "imaginative variation", and, therefore, becoming apt to serve

as starting 'point for an open series of possible variations. The

eidetic reduction, which must not be confused with the transcendental

phenomenological reduction, is, therefore, a necessary condition for

the act of ideation which brings the essence of the phenomenon is ques

tion to normal distance, to complete clearness. Before directly dis

cussing the act of ideation itself, which leads directly to the appre

hension of the essence of the object as phenomenon, let us bring to a

close the description of the reductive stage of the phenomenological

method.

The transcendental-phenomenological reduction, as we have seen,

intends to provide a phenomenal ground for inquiry by meanS of discon

necting the preconceptions of the natural Rttitude, and by restricting

the in~uiry to the purely phenomenal frees the inquiry from the

vicissitudes of the empirical order. The eidetic reduction, in turn,

leads from the factual, individualized level of knm.rledge, t8 the level

of knowledge of essences, by means of divesting the phenomenon in

question of its actuality. The "return to the things themselves"

enta.ils not only these reductions to the level of pure essence, but

also demands a mode of apprehension of that which is given to us at

~his reduced level. In other words, the aim of all this rigorous

procedure is the intuition of essences (vlesense rschauung) •

Once ~he difficulties of the first begi~~ings have been over

come we are faced \nth, Husserl tells us, a field of eidetic knowledge,
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a new scientific domain.
94

vlhen we press on to increase our kno\·rledge

of this new field, our primary concern is with the development of special

methods sui ted to our proposed task, vlhich is, of course, the acquisition

of essentia1 knowledge. Turning directly to this field of eidetic know~

ledge, Husserl observes that vle find, in general, presentations 'Hi th a

certain emptiness of content, and vague sense of distance, yn,ich prevents
9S

thei r di rect employment in reaching conclusive results. \<le must,

therefore, bring to normal distance, 'to complete clearness, what at

any time "floats before us shifting and unclear and more or less far

removed". 1'That is obscurely presented comes closer to us in its O\-1n
96

peculiar way .• fteventually knocking at the door of intui tion. tI The

method of apprehending essences, of bringing to normal distance that

which lies before us in an obscure manner, must 11.0\01 be described in

more detai 1.

It belongs to the general and essential nature of immediate

essence-apprehension that it can be carried out on the basis of "the
97

mere present framing of particular illustrations". 'vie. can, the re-

fore. with the aim of grasping an essence itself in its primordial

forro, set out from corresponding empirical in~Jitions, but we can also

set out, just as well, from non-empirical intuitions, that is, from

intuitions that do not apprehend sensible existence and are of a merely

imaginative order. In general, sense-perception, with its primordial

dator quality, and, of course, " outer" perception in particular, has

advantages of its oym as compared \>lith all other forms of presentation,

but in phenoroenology, as in all eidetic sciences, ylhat Busserl calls

94 95
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"free fancies" assume a privileged posi titm over against straightfonTard

intui tions. 'Therefo re, those elements '\iThich make up the "life" of

phenomenology are not concrete real things, as individuals, but possibly

imaginable things or "fictions".
98

In attempting to clarify what he

means by the privileged position of free fancies, Husserl drmvs a par-

allelbe~deen the geometer and t~e phenomenologist. He finds that

their endeavours are substanti8.lly the same, for as the geometer; '·Then

he thinks geometrically, operates '\iIi th imagery vastly more than wi th

perceptions of figures or models, so the phenomenologist operates in

the field of reduced experienc~. The "work of fancy" is called, by

Husserl, ffimaginative variation ll
: it is an imaginative process '''herejn

the essence is ultimately brought to normal distance, that is, made

present, or, as has been the case everyvThere else, when something is

made present, the essence is intuited.

The act of imaginative variation is introduced as the operation

to account for the apprehension of phenomenological essences. The

principle of this operation is best described by means of an example
99

of its use. Starting with a red wooden cube on the desk before me,

we may imagine successive variations of certain features of this cube-

its colour, its size, the illumination, and so on. This way I am able

to imagine an infinite number of varied cubes. In all these possible

variations there remains a set of characteristics that are not touched

by the variation. If a member of such a set of characteristics were

altered in some way, then the consideration of the cube "'ould come to

an end. In other ,.,Tords: abstaining from acceptance of its being, we

98
~.J p. 184, sect. 70.

99
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change the fact of this cube into a pure possibility, one among other

qui te "optional" pure possibili ties-but possibili ties that are possible

cubes. We, So to speak, shift the actual cube into the realm of 11.011.-

aetuali ties, the realm of the as-if, ",hich supplies us with pure pos-

sibilities, pure of everything that restricts us to this fact or to

any faet whatever. We arrive at certain characteristics, such as;

rectangu1ari ty, limitation to six squares, corporeality, etc. This

set of characteristics, which remains unchanged throughout all the

ima.gined variations can be termed the "ei dos" of the cube. Removed

from. all factualness, it has become the pure "eidos l1 cube. Needless

to say, the red cube of specific dimensions serves as point of depart-

ure for nUllIerous other imagined variations through "Thich we cou.ld find

the "eidos" of colour, size, object of perception, corporeal thing, and
100

so on. This serves as an eXillnple in which the departure point on

the way to essence is actual experience, rather than an imagination,

such as, for example, starting from an imagined coloured surface. The

latter way of pro ceding, as we have pointed out, is the more prominent

starting point, but regardless of the starting point, the principle is

the same. The opera'tion of im.aginative variation leads- of necessi ty-

to ideal objects, which are not and have not been given in either the

imagined starting point or in the starting point from actual experience.

The process of imaginative variation leads in this way to the

apprehension of essences, for certain features and structures prove to

remain unaltered throughout the process in question. Conceived of in

this way, as an invariant which manifests itself in a process of imag-

inative variation, the "eidos" presents itself in genuine apprehension

100
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as an identicalideali ty in contradistinction froM the multiplicity of

possible varieties. The process itself is carried out in the imagination,

and, hence, all the forms, that is, all the possible varieties, which

originate by way of variation are possible varieties. Since eidetic

science is interested, not in matter of fact, but in possibility, the

eventual existence or non-existence of the forms arrived at is of no

consequence whatever.

The point has been raised that the process of imagin8tive

variation described by Husserl is in some sense circular~ and, there
101

. fore, faulty. It is pointed ou.t that we must already kno'" what

the invariant is before we can use it in the process of variation.

'This accusation would seem, at first sight, to be "'ell founded. How-

ever, on closer examination, it is found to be based on ~mat is a fund-

emental misunderstandir.g of Husserl's method of inquiry, for nothing

is amiss in beginning eidetic investigations with a particular, ante-

cedently taken as an exmnple of the essence in question, and yet to be

disclosed in essential intuition. In other ~,ords, Husserl may rightly

presuppose, if this is the right word, a "natural" or pre-critical

-understanding of essences~ His point would be that such understanding

is critically naive insofar as it does not truly apprehend the ground-

ing of these essences in ,the constitutive achievements of pure consci-

ousness.

The method of imaginative variation, at first glance, may seem

to bear a strong resemblance to the procedure Descartes follows in trying

to d1stinguish Teali ty from superfi cial appearances, in the wax example

101
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given in the Second Meditation. Inasmuch as both of these "experiroents tt

aim at disclosing certain features of objects which remain unchanged

throughout the various changes made, the processes seem to be very much

alike. Granted, tha.t the actual procedures do in fact have much in

common, there are certain very important distinguishing marks. In the

first place, the phenomenologist need not and most often does not take,

as a starting point, a real, concrete particular, whereas Descartes'

experiment explicitly involves the physical manipulation of a particular,

and remains tied to contingent, empirical existence. In contrast, the

process of imaginative variation is carried out in the imagination and

carrying through the process of imaginative variation we are in the

realm of pure possibility, and not in the realm of so-called reality.

The eidetic reduction has divested the phenomenon of its actuality; it

is considered as an exeIllp1ar of a certain essence. Phenomenology is,

as Ricoeur points out, the "victory over brute fact by the method of
102

imaginative variationll
• It is o. victory in the direction of the

eidos accomplished in such a way that the fact is no longer anything

but an eX~lple of a pure possibility. Secondly, Descartes' experiment

ul timately leads to an abandoning of sense experience, and, consequently,

he cuts himself off from the vlOrld, and recedes into the realm of

understanding • Phenomenology, on the other hand, makes the vror1d appear

and instead of losing the world, discloses it as intentional, that is
103

to say, as the vrorld as meant. More generally, for Descartes

what is real is given in an inspection of the mind, while phenomenology,

finding the distinct;ion between reality and appearance inappropriate,

102 103
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s,~spends the question 8S to reality and busies itself with the pure

appearing. The "lOrld is not los-!; or shut out, but elucidated. Ine

tHO procedures are funderr:ent211y different, and can onI} be compeTed

8.t the supe rfid al level of the activities involved. In short, the

difference can be accounted for simply by saying that Descartes lacked

the reductions, "'hich, as 'We have seen, set the tone for the entire

Ilhenomenological phi1osophy.

The process just briefly outlined is the method Husserl has

devised to lead to the apprehension of essences. The ideation reaches

its final completion 'With the expEdt apprehension of the invariant

in question. The invariant is the tteidos tt , in the Platonic sense, but

must be thought of "rithout any metaphysical cortP.otation. Phenomenology

has often been misinterpreted as presupposing eidos as an ideal entity

Ilrivj.leged by a specific ontological status, and thus representative

of Some form of Platonic realism. Hm.Jever, the phenomenological essence

is not to be conceived of as identical to the Platonic ttIdeatt ; as a real

being opposed to individual concrete existents. To clarify this issue ,

,.r}.ich, by the .,ay, also provides a platform for distinguishing betltleen

universal or genera1 intuition and eidetic intuition, '·le must look more

closely at the re18tionships bet\o.'een straightfonlard intuition, categorial

intuition, and eidetic intuition.

Straightfon18rd or empi rical intuition and eideti c intuition,
104

Busserl says, differ in princi.ple. To the essential difference

between these two types of intuition there corresponds the essential

relations betltleen "essence", and l1 existence l1 , in the sense of individual

concrete beine, or betltieen l1eidos" and ttfaet". Just as to think a fact

---j~
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or to express it needs the grounding or empirical experience, so thought

concerning pure essence-the unmixed thought, not that "Thich connects

essence and fact together-needs for its grounding and support an in-

sight into the essence of things. Husserl points out, however, that

it lies undoubtedly in the intrinsic nature of essential intuition·

that it should rest on "'That is a chief factor of individual intuition,

namely, the striving for this: the visible presence of the individual

fact, though it does not, to be sure, presuppose any apprehension of

the inoividual object or any recognition of its reality. Therefore,

although the individual object does not directly or indirectly take

part in the constitution of the essence, as it does in the constitution

of abstra.ctive elements, the relati on to the individual is nevertheless
105

not a contingent one, for as Husserl says,

« •••it is certain that no essential intuition is possible
without the free possibility of directing one's glance to
an individual 'counterpart' and of shaping an illustration;
just as contrariwise no individual intuition is possible
wi thout the free possibility of carrying out an act of
ideation and therein directing one I s glance upon the
corresponding essence which exemplifies itself in something
indivi dually visibIe ." 106

It fo1101"s essentially from. all this that the posi ting of the essence,

with the intuitive apprehension that immediately accompanies it, does

not imply any posi ting of individual e:>.-is"tence \"hatsoever. The fa rmer

is independent of the "effectiveness" of the individual object. There

is, therefore, an independence, but no radical break between the act

of cognition leading to eidetic intuition and the act of cognition

leading to empirical intuition. There is, in other words, an overall

modification, a transformation of the cognitive act, without a

105
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"cutting-offll of its roots in empirical intuition. The essence is not,

therefore, a "Platoni c Idea", real and existing separately from concrete

being, but is itself that mode-of-being correlative to actual, individ
107

ual being, that is, the necessary structure. All Husserl asserts

is that essences are entities of their own with an existence sufficient

to allo.l for assertions of true propositions about them. B~ never

stated that they were real, eternal, changeless, or in any way superior
loB

to particulars.

Accordingly, the often misunderstood concept of "essential

:i.ntui tion" is in no way defined as some sort of mystical act, as a

lyric leap into the unYJlown, or as a pure "seeing" of the non-sensible.

Rather, the eidos is the correlate of an operation of thought. It is

knov-rn, as .18 have pointed out, as the invariable element of something

held fast in te rros of self-identity throughtout its variations and

running through of its possible modifications. The reference to essential

intuition does not, then, suggest a non-sensible or "intellectual" species

of awareness, but serves to indicate the manner in .1hich a thought
109

intention is fulfilled. The phenomenological definition of essence

as itself an actual objectJ.vity does not signify its hypostatized

substantiali ty, but simply indicates the eidos I ideal existence, that

is, its being engendered through acts of thought. He must, therefore,

understand by essence, not mere subjective representation, which would

leave us on the plane of psychology, nor "ideal realities", in the

Platonic sense, 1,.lhich Hould leave uS on the plane of metaphysics by
no

unduly reifying or hypostasizing the data of consciousness.

107 108
Ibi~., p. 92, sect. 27. Spiegelberg, vol. 1, p. 106.
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E. Fink, "Busserlts Philosophy and Contemporary Criticism",

in Elveton' s anthology ;D.<e Phenomena] D~ .of. Bussed, (Chicago, 1970), p. 8~ 0
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Rather, we must understand essence as the correlate of an operation of

thought, that is, as a component of pure phenomena. It is precisely

in this direction that further clarification of the concept of "essential

intuition" lies. That is to say: an adequ8.te account of the intuitive

character of phenomenology must have at its base a sound understanding

of the phenomenological mode of analysis, which itself can be gotten

at through close inspection of the consequences of the phenomenological

method as was just outlined. We therefore turn to a detailed consider

ation of the sphere of reduced experience.

The suspension of the naturalistic components of experience has

permitted the passage from the natural attitude to the reflective

atti t-ude, or the phenomenological standpoint. All the objects in this

sustained attitude of disengagement and neucra1ity are considered

strictly as intended, as meant, or as experienced in such andsuch con

scious acts (cogi tationes), '.Thich are themselves considered strictly as

acts intentive to such and such objects. Acts of consciousness are

not considered as "mundane" or vlOrldly events, and as such causally

and functionally dependent on other "mundane" events, nor is'consci

ousness itself any longer considered as a particular "mundane tl region

~~ong other regions. Consciousness is regarded as its acts, which,

as we know, are intentional experiences; consciousness is essentially

intentionality, and the acts are considered solely as experiences of

objec'ts, in and through which the objects appear, present themselves,

and are apprehended as those which they are.

Thus we see that the essential property of consciousness, in

its general form is preserved in the modification, that is, in the
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reduction.
111

l.Je can even go So far as to say that it is not merely

preserved, but purified, brought to light, made visible. The reduction

not only brings to light absolute consciousness, but reveals "ego-

cogito-cogi tatum", that is, the essential relationship bet-ween consci.-

ousness and its objects, \"hich in the natural attitude remains hidden.

He must, hOVTever, be quite clear on this point that there is no question

here of a relation bet-ween a psychological event-called experience

(Erlebnis)- and some other rea1 existent(Dasein)- called object- or

of a psychological connection obtaining bet...,een the one and the other

in objective reality. Intentionality is to be understood as signifying
112

that "all consciousness is consciousness of something", but this

relationship cannot be conceived of as a direct link betvreen conscious-

ness and object, nor should it be understood as an instrument of contact

be-t';,een tvo psychical states, "There one \oJQulcl. be the act and the. other

the object. The intentional objects are not objects somehO\-T in the

mind, that is, interiorized, nor are they intermediaries between con-

sciousness and the "things themselves". Consciousness as intentionality

defines them by separating consciousness from the objectively real \mrld.

He have, as a resu1 t of this separation, tvlO distinct "realms of Being",

namely, the transcendent-phenomenal(real world), and the immanent
113

intuitive(structure of consciousness). In this Husserl does not

reduce reality to. consciousness, nGT does he dissolve consciousnesS

in the objective real "'01'10., but rather both are regarded as essentially

correlative to each other. Both are kept as irreducible to one another.

In short, the real objective \vorld is considered as the intentional

111
Eusserl, Ideas l, p. 108, sect. 36.

113
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112
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correlate of consciousness. The relationship is neither one of creator

to created> nor one of premise to conclusion, but rather is described

by the complex doctrine of constitution, which must now be the subject

of a brief description.

The relation of consciousness vis-~-vis its objects is constitut-

ive. Consti tu·tion is neither a discovery, nor a creation, but a sense-

bestowing. "activi tylt of a sense-giving consciousness, '''hich on its side

is absolute and not dependent in its turn on sense bestm"ed on it from
114

other Sources. Consciousness is considered as absolute, while

the objective real world is said to essentially lack independence,

that is, it is considered as having merely phenomenal status. To

make reality appear as phenomena i~to understand that the beinff of the

",rorld is no longer its existence or its reality, but its meaning,

its l'sense'l, and that :t t is what it is solely in terms of its being

correlative to consciousness. In short, reality is considered as

something meantj as something having a certain ltsense". This being

the case, the world or reality as phenomenal-int~ntionalreality,

reality which is regarded in terms of its carrying a sense, a sense

which arises from the source of all sense, namely, consciousness, can

be said to have been retained in the realm of absolute consciousness.

The world, therefore, with the question as to its reality status dis-

connected, takes its place lIin" absolute consciousness, as intentional

objectivity. vIe have, as Busser1 says, literally lost nothing, but,

on the contrary, have won the whole of absolute Being, which, properly

understood, conceals in itself all transcendencies, constituting them
115

vri thin i tse If. Our familiar world of objects, affairs, other

114
Ibid., p. 153, sect. 55.
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people, if we anticipate certain fears correctly, has not been obliterated,

but remains as it had been, only nOH understood in its uninterupted given-

nes, that is, as pure phenomena.

we can now see that Husserl's leading us back to consciousness

has not meant that it should become the salvaged basis for knm"ledge,

but has shown us precisely the vacancy of the inside of consciousness.

Husserl makes this quite clear \Vhen he says .•

"In this connection, furthermore, it must by no means be
accepted as a ma.tter of course that, ,D. th our apodictic
pure ego, \'18 have rescued a J.i ttle ' tag-end! of the world,
as the sole unquestionable part of it for the philosophizing
ego, and that now the problem is to infer the rest of the
vTOdd by rightly conducted agruments, according to the 116
principles innate in the ego."

Consd.ousness is not a sphere choked \-lith acts or processes, as real

psychical occurances, which coexist Hi th and succeed one another, but

is precisely '\lhat is outside", that is, it is intentionali ty. Consci-

ousness has not been simply located as the centre of knowledge, as the

source of knovlledge, but has been described as being distinct from the

objectively real 1.olOrld, and, therefore, wholly wi thout posi tion; it is

a transcendental absolute to \-lhich all transcendencies are correlative.

This much inspection has brought to the surface a very fundemen-

tal distinction, namely, that between transcendent-relative being and

immanent-absolute being, and, in sddi tion, has shown that an analysis
117

of the former is essentially an analysis of the 18tter. This, in

turn, means that the centre of attention is now this absolute sphere

of reduced experience. In contrast Hith Descartes, \-lhose starting

point had been the substantiated ego-cogito, Husserl remains in the

field of ego-cogi to-cogitatmo, accepting nothing \-Thich we ourselves

116
BusserJ., Ca.rtesia.n 1'1edit8tions, p. 24, sect. 10.

117If x is relative to y, then y is a necessary condition for
the possibility of x. cf. Busserl, Ide8s 1, sections 47-51.
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do not 1l see1l, and remaining with the principles of pure intui tion or

evidence.

Experience itself is nOYT recognized as pure act, ....,hich is nothing

more than the intentional 1I re l ationship tl of pure consciousness to the

intentional object. The whole of reality thus appears as a stream of

experiences interpreted as pure acts, and it is from this basis -that

phenomenology makes its start as the science of essences in pure exp

erience. It cannot be overemphasized that the stream of experience,

as essentially intentional experience, is in no ....Tay mental or psychical,

and that pure consciousness is not a real subject, because its acts

have this essential intentional character. Consciousness is conceived

of as that of which it is conscious. Furthermore, description of

consciousness as intentional experience is nOVT in order, bearing in

mind the contrast bet'..Teen the transcendent status of its objects, and

the character of conscious acts, as given upon reflection, as immanent

to some consciousness; as components of that consciousness. This

description \.,il1 make clear the situation with which we are nOvT con

cerned, that is, the phenomenological situation.

The distinction .vi th which we are now involved has established

tvlO 1Irealms of Being1l
; the absolute-immanent, and the relative-transcendent.

Everything transcendent, meaning, of course, everything ",hich is not

given to me immanently, is assigned the index zero, that is, is excluded,

and our analysis is to focus on that ",hich is immanently given to me.

This, of course, is the absolute sphere of consciousness, which is

nothing more, as we know, than its intentional acts. The science of

phenomenology is, therefore, taken up with the analysis of acts of

consciousness as cognitive phenomena. Husserl points out that reference
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to cognitive phenomena is, however, somewhat ambiguous. On the one hand,

it has to do with cogitationes as acts of consciousness in vhich this

or that object is an object of consciousness, and, on the other, it has

to do .....'i th these objects themselves. The .....lOrd. "phenomenon", Husserl

continues, is itself ambiguous, in virtue of the essential correlation

between appearance and that ,·,hich appears. In its proper sense

"phenomenon" means, Husserl says, that .,hich appears, and yet he uses

it by preference for the appearing itself, that is, for the act of
118

consciuusness • According to Bussed., the phenomena, in the preferred

sense, are given absolutely. Their existence, in other words, is beyond

question. ':Ie have thus far secured the .....'hole realm of cogi tationes, as

absolute data.

If it is possible to take such phenomena for object.s of inves-

tigation, then it is obvious that ",e are no longer v,i thin a natural,

transcendently "objectivizing" science. \~e do no spealc of and inves-

tigate psychological phenomena of certain happenings in so-called

reali ty, but of that which exists and is vali 0. whether there is such a

thing as objective actuality or not, .:hether the. pos·tulation of such

transcendence is justified or justifiable or not. Rather, He concern

ourselves wi th absolute data, vii th objects of .....'hose existence ',..;e are

assured. ~~ile the transcendence of things required that we put them

in question, ,..;e have the givenness of the pure cogi tationes as absolute
119

possessions. To this manifold sphere of being, which can be given

to us absolutely, Husserl gives the name "cognition", and points out

that immanence is the generally necessary characteristic of all

118
E. Husserl, 11\8 Idea of Pheno!'1enolor,y, trans. by G. Nakhnikian

and \oJ. P. Alston, (The-Hague, l%L):"""p:-1-r:---
119
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120
epistemological cognition. v.Ie have, therefore, the manifold sphere

of being characterized by immanence, and our inquiry Vlill be: as phen-

omenology, restricted to this sphere of absolute and immanent givenness o

It should be mentioned here that a distinction must be made between

genuine immanence (reellen Immanenz), \.Jhich signifies something actually

being in consciousness, and true immanence, Vlhich is immanence is the

sense of self-givenness constituted in evidence. The sphere of absolute data

\.Ji th \<Thich phenomenology is concerned is immanent being as self-givenness
121

in the absolute sense. Furthermore, that Vlhich is given absolutely

and immanently can be apprehended purely and immanently. This Husser1

expresses by sa.ying that llthe seeing cognition of the cogi tatio is
122

imman.ent fl
• Tnis is to say: that the mode of givenness and the mode

of apprehension are one and the same phenomenon. This can be restated

as follows: Husserl points out that the manifold sphere of being known

as cognition, consisting as it does of nothing other than cognitive

phenomena as acts, is necessarily characterized by immanence, in the

phenomenologically relevant sense. Further, this fact of immanence

entails a mode of givenness, nrunely, absolute and clear givenness, and

finally, Husserl says that that 'Thich is given clearly and absolutely

can be intuited directly and immanently. ~,Jhat this amounts to basically

is an identification of the concepts of "givenness ll and "intuition",

Consequently, the idea of the phenomenological theory of reductions

acqu.i res a more immediate and more profound determination, and a clearer

meaning. It does not merely entail an exclusion of all trlli\scendence,

and, there\.,ri th, a limitation to the realm of absolute consciousness,

but more significantly meanS a limitation to the sphere of things "Thieh

120
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are purely self-given, to the sphere of those things which are not

merely spoken of, meant, or thought of, but instead to the sphere of

things that are given in just the senSe in which they are intended,

and, moreover, are self-given, in the strictest sense- in such a ,,,ay

that nothing which is meant or thought fails to be given. In a word,
123

we are restricted to the sphere of pure evidence.

Within this sphere of pure evidence our interest lies, not with

the phenomenon itself, ,,,hich is given absolutely, but specifically with

the essence "rhich is exhibited in the pure phenomenon as an absolute
12h

datum itself. The modification, to this point, has left us with

not only the pure experiences as acts, but with the "pure experience

as act Hi th its o\"n proper essence ll
• This being the case even grea-ter

restriction is called. for. The field of reduced experience must be

considered as regards its essences, Hhi1e the factua} side of our phen-

omenon is disregarded. At this point the significance of the eidetic

reduction is truly revealed. The eidetic reduction provides access to
125

.1

the essential forms of the reduced field of experience. Husser1

points out that any c10sed field may be considered as regards its

essence, its eidos and vre, for this purpose, disregard the factual

aspects, and regard it merely as an eX8mp1e. cThe phenomenon, as -,."e

already know, is given absolutely and is referred to as the absolute

datum in the sphere of pure evidence, but what remains unclear is our

intuition of essences. Husser1 points out that the notion of abSolute

self-givenness extends to essences and they can, therefore,. be lI seen lf

directly and immediately. This> of course, requires further examina.tion,

,
t.

ltPhenomenology" The Encyclopedia Britannica, 14t1:l ed.,

1929), p. 700.

123
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CHAPTEa FOUR

~tu~ning to Logical Investigations, we find there the found-

~tipn~ f~r a ~hepry of evidence, in the notion of intuitive fulfiL~ent

pf the §ignitive act. The notions of signification and intuition in

r~lp.tipn to -the 'Phe~lomenon of fulfilment "rere outlined in some detail

in eh~pteT One, ~o that here we need only emphasize what was established.

/I§ W~§ p~inted out, the intentional-signi tive act of consd.ousness, which

mfr~ly refers to the obje~t in question, is disT.tnguished from the

int~nti~n91~intuitiveact, which with some degree of fulness~ gives or

~~~e§ present ~he object. When the object intended and the object

¢v~n in the intuition are found to be identical, that is, "There there

i§ ~m ~gl't!el\len~ 'between the actual sense of the intention and the self-

~iven eQn1;ip.nt;, the intention is said to have reached fulfilment. To

th~ d~er~~ that this intention is fulfilled, it is fulfilled intuitively,

for en~y in intuition can an object be made present or brought to given-

n~§S. FUTthennore, in the intuitive fu1~ilment of intentions, there

enn be a "pl'Qgression" of intuitive fulness, as a representative COl tent

i~ 'brought ever mCHe adequately to giving the "whole" of the object as

it it~elf is. There is, in other words, a scale of adequation, "nth

the purely signitive acts at one end, and the full intuitive acts at

the pther. Peints between are characterized by an intuitive fulness

in varying degrees of more or less. The object is, therefore, present.

Pf ~iven as just ~hat is intended when no partial intention remains
125

implicit and still lacks intuitive fulfilment.

125
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In such cases the
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object is fully presented, or actually given as was intended, which is

to say, that the object is "self-given". The object is not merely in-

tended, but, in the strictest sense, given, and given as it is intended.

To such cases, which give to an intention the absolute ful~ess of con-

tent, the fulness of the object itself, Husserl says that the epistem
126

ological pregnant sense of self-evidence(Evidenz) is exclusively

relevant. Self-evidence has, Husserl continues, significance '.lhether

we deal ~nth individual, universal, or essential being; it remains the

act of the most perfect synthesis of fulfilment "Thatever the intentional

object. The basic point one must not overlook here is the fact that

self~evidence is this consciousness" hich is truly a "seeing" or .

apprehending consciousness and signifies nothing other than "self
127

eivenness" • The intenTeaving of the concepts of "givenness",

"self-evidence", and "seeing" can and must be made more precise.

Self-evidence, Husserl says, is a form of consciousness, and,
. ,

more precisely, is that form of ' consciousness in which the object of

consciousness is present to it in the mode of "grasped itself"; it

signifies the intentional achievement of the "giving of things them-

selves" as they are intended. In short, self-evidence can be said to

be that mode of intentionality "par excellence", that is, truly "the

consciousness of something". Fink points out that self-evidence is a

basic mode of intentionality in general, of all kinds of acts, "Thien
128

everywhere has its opposite mode in signitive and empty intentions.

126
For the word "Evidenz", in its most special or technical sense,

"self-evidence" is a better translation than "evidence".
127
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Intentionality here, as before and a1\.18ys, describes consciousness in

its grasp of its objectivations. From this it seems to follow that

the notions of Itself-evidence!' and tlintui tiontl are in some sense

identical, which is to say, that they both describe the sarne state of

affairs, namely, the grasp of the object as it is itself. The identif

ication, if indeed this is the case, can at once be tested through a

closer examination of the conception of evidence.

Evidence, Husserl says, is not a feeling, marking out the

phenomenon as at one time evident and at another time, through its

absence, marking out the same phenomenon as non-evident e In disting

uishing between cases of evidence and non-evidence, Husserl opposes this

notion of feeling as evidence, saying that the difference between evidence

and non-evidence lies precisely in the fact that the phenomenon itself

friffers in each case. He gives an example. If I atone time have red

ness in an intuition and at another time think about redness in terms

merely of symbols with empty intention, then, according·to Husserl, one

need only look at the phenomena in order to recognize that they are en

tirely different, and united through that which identifies them as two

cases of the sam.e thing, namely, meaning. From this Husserl concludes

that if the phenomena themselves differ, then this difference lies

precisely in that, in one case the "self-givenness tl of redness lies

before us, or, subjectively 8XlJressed, the adequate lIseeing tt or intuition

of the phenomenon itself, vmile,in the other case, we have a mere refer

ence to the phenomenon •. ThUS"18 ·see that the difference betHeen evident

ial and non-evidential presentation is precisely a difference between

intuitive fulfilment and signitive intention. He conclude, therefore,

that self-evidence is intuition, or expressing it differently, self-

r .
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evidence or intuition is the self-givenness of the phenomenon itself.

In Husserl's own words,

"In the broadest sense, self-evidence denotes a universal primal
phenomenon of intentional life, namely-as contrasted vIi th
other forms of consciousness-of, which is capable a priori
of being empty, e:x:pectant~ indirect, non-presentive- the quite
preeminent wode of consciousness that consists in the self
appearance, the self-eXi'1ibiting, the self-giving, of an affair,
an affair complex(or state of affairs), a universality, a
value, or other object5vity, in the final mode: 'itself there',
. 'immediately intui ted', .? given originaliter' ." 129

The close connections, or, So to speak, the identification of the con-

.cepts of "intuition" and "self-evidence tl proves an immense step forward

j.n our primary task which is the fullest possible clarification of the

concept of "intuition" .. and, more specifically, "essential intuition".

A further step, however, is necessary, for we must now examine the

relevance of this so-called identification to the field of reduced

experience.

Consciousness, we \.Jill remember, is conceived of as a stream of

experiences (Erlebn..i.sse) • This, vre might add, is by way of essential

necessity. for consciousness, as intentionality, does not have things

in it; its only things, so to speak, are the acts of consciousness. The

cogi tationes are referred to as the "first absolute-immanent data". In

contrast, transcendent being is put and held in question. More precisely,

the cognitive act has genuine abstract parts constituting it, but trans-

cendent being, here meaning the "real tl object, is not to be found as

a genuine (reell) concrete part (Stuck), not as something '·Thich really
130

exists within the cogitatio. It is, however, "there". meaning

in consciousness as 8 stream of experience, but this being "there t1 must

129
Hu~serJ., Cartesi.an r·1edi.tations. p. 57, sect. 2l.i.

130
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be spelled out, for it is not presence in any ordinary senses

Being "there", in this connection, consists of certain consci-

ous acts of specific and changing structures, such as; perception,

imagination, memory, etc., for which being "in" doe~ not mean l1in" in

the sense of being contained as in a hull or vessel. The things in-

stead come to be constituted in and through conscious acts, although
131

in rea.li ty they are not at all found in them. This means, that the

object, .....'hich itself is not an immanent "component" of the stream of

experience, in any genuine sense, is regarded as object of consciousness,

and, accordingly, is constituted as I1 such and such l1 , as an intended

. objec-G s As an intended object, it is an l1irreal" or ideal "component"

of consciousness. It is, as intended or phenomEnological object, no

longer regarded as transcendent, for, as .....'e know, as meant object, the
132

object is correlative to consciousness. The object is l1intentionally

immanent", that is, it is immanent in the sense of self-given as cons-

tituted in evidence. Within the immanent a distinction bet\'18en appear-

ance an.d that which appears must be m.ade. Imm.anence, therefore, signifies

the nature of Ylhatever objects have been reduced to the stream of exp-

erience. Consciousness a cogitationes and its objects as intended are

immanent. We have, therefore, two absolute data; the givenness of the

appearing(cognitive act) and the givenness of that which appears(object
133

of cognition).

To be given, and this applies to any kind of object, is to be

exhibi ted as "so and SOil in particular acts of consciousness. In and

l~ l~

Ibi9:., p. 9. The term "object" must be under-
stood in its \Vi dest possible sense. It is meant to apply not only to
physical things of ordinary perception, but things of cultural value,
beliefs, 0plnlons, logical and scientific concepts, to all real beings
both inanimate and animate, and so on.

133
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through specific acts of consciousness the object in question exhibits

the components that cClntribute towards determining its sense, and also

the sense of its specific objectivity and existence, which is obviously

not the same in the case of ideal objects, and essences in particular,

than it is in the case of physical things. In and through specific

acts of consciousness objects are exhibited as "so and so", that is,

they are given. This is to say: that in and through specific acts of

consciousness particular objects are constituted as "such and such".

An object's givenness is, therefore, a function of its constitution.

It is for this reason that Husserl says that, "the problems of given-

ness are the problems of the constitution of objects of all sorts
134

w1 thin cognition'.!. Thus \O!e see that if an act of a certain struct-

ure is present, then by that very fact a certain object is also present,

and, moreover, that the character of the object in question is co-

determined by the character of the act in which the object appears.

Tilis being the caSe we must acknoHledge that to each kind of object

there attaches a mode of givenness "Thich is exclusively its mm, 811.d

which accounts for its particular kind of being. In other vlords, every

kind of object, whether it' be physical-material, categorial, or essential,

has its olm way of giving itself, or, as Husserl says, its ovm approp-
135

riate kind of evidence or self-givenness. Thus to understand the

different vays in vhich an object can be itself present to consciousness,

that is, can itself be given, is to understand evidence. This in turn

implies tha.t through an investigation of the modes of givem1.ess "le can

corne to a greater understanding of the kinds of intuition, and, in part-

icular, essential intuition. Let us now enter into such an investigation.

13L
Husserl, The Idea of Phenomenology, p. 11.

135
Busserl, Ideas I, p. 210, sect ~ 79.
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The adequate, or the perfection of se1f-givenness, corresponds,

according to Husser1, to the immanent phenomenological sphere of exper-

ience. More precisely, where the object is itself immanent, it can come

to be adequately given or self-given. In contrast, the transcendent

can only come to be inadequately given. In section 44 of Ideas I,
Husserl even more precisely contrasts the mode of givenness of things,

and of transcendencies in general, vri th the mode of givenness of tha.t

which is immanent. He states that transcendent being in general, no

matter what sort, can only be brought to givenness through appearances,.

that is, in a manner analogous to that mode in which a thing comes to
136

givenness. The real object is necessarily given perspectivally

(onesic1ed1y), presenting or giving the object through an incomplete

series of profiles. The evidence pertaining to particular objects in

a real objective world is "external experience"; and we see that, a.s a

matter essential necessity no other mode of self-presentation is con-

ceivable in the case of such objects. But we can also see that, on the

other hand, this kind of evidence has an essential "onesidedness 11
-

stated more precisely: a multiform horizon of unfulfilled aJ1.ticipation

(which, however, are in need of fulfilment) and, accordingly, contents
137

of a mere meaning, which refers us to corresponding potential evidences.

That vlhich is immanent, however, does not present or give itself in

this way, that is, as an identity uni ting modes of appearances through

perspective continua, but as absolute. This serves to distinguish

betvJeen the "quasi-givenness" of the trnnscendent and the abSolute
138

givenness of the immanent.

136
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Husserl, The I,dea of Phenomenology, p. 35.
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To this fundemental difference in the modes of being given we

might well e:A.'])ect a corresponding difference betv!8en the acts of in-

tui tion associ8ted 'Y,i th the resuective modes of givenness. He find

that this is indeed the case. Husserl says, that as r-egards immanent

being, the dator intuition is itself immanent) "mile "nth respect to

transcendent being the datal' intuition is of a transcendent character,
139

and cannot give the object in question adequately, in any sense.

Hhat is referred to as lltranscendent intui tion ll is, of course, percep-

tion, in the ordinary sense. It seems that to this latter t)Te of

intuition there attaches a certain inadequacy by way of essential nec-

essi ty. Immanent perception, on the other hand, Hhich is, also called

Ilimmediate ll or Il re flective ll perception, has to do 'Yri th immanent objects,

or, in other "lOrds, with experiences (Erlebnisse). An experience,

}ulsserl tells us, has no perspectives(Ein Erlebnis schattet sich nicht

an) and, therefore, through acts of immediate intuition, we intuit a
140

tlselfll
" It is a mark of the t)~e of being peculiar to experience

(Er1ebnis) that perceptual in~ight can direct it.s immediate and un-

obstructed gaze upon every such experience. It must be pointed out

that immanent, or immediate perception is in no way the same as intro-

spection. According to Busserl, there is a clear distinction bet'YJeen

the two. Introspection, in its usual sense, means a person's appreh-

ensi on of his own experiences. It is a looking inward at one's own

mental states, instead of a looking outvlard at the 'YlDrld in ,,,hich he

is. Immanent perception, on the other hand, is precisely this looking

outHard. It is reflection Oil. our experiences "'hieh as ....'e l'live ll them

139
Bussed, Ideas l., p. 367, sect. 144.

140
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cannot be doubted. Introspection looks only at the conscious activity,

not at its objective correlate. Only immanent or reflective perception

does the latter.

From all of this it has been estabHshed that transcendent or

empirical intuition and immediate intuition are distinguishable in

terms of their respective modes of givenness. This is to say: that

transcendent being gives itself only through appearances, which are

necessarily perspectival; it gives itself nO\oT from this side, nOyT from

that, and so on, and can" therefore, only be seen as such. On the other

hand, i~~anent being has no perspectives and is given absolutely" which

meanS that it can be apprehended or intuited immediately ~~d directly.

It is given as something that "is", and that "is" here artd nmT and whose

being cannot be sensibly doubted. In this way the pure phenomenon, the

cogi tatio, for example, a particular perception is reached" for \.,hile

I am perceiving I can also look" by way of pure "seeing" at the percep-

tion, at it itself as it is there. The perception which is thereby

grasped and delimited in "seeing" is an absolutely given pure phenomenon

in the phenomenological sense, renouncing everything and anything trans-
. 141

cendent.

He have the givenness of the pure cogitation as an absolute pos-

session, but not the givenness of outer things in eJ\ternal perception,

although such perception makes a claim to be giving the existence of

these things. We do not understand, Husserl says, how perception can

reach transcendent objects, but \018 do understand how perception can

reach the immanent, provided, of course, that it is reflective, and

purely immanent perception, which has undergone the reductions. Every

ILl
Husserl, TIle~ of Phenomenology, pp. 34-35.
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immanent perception, moreover, necessarily guarantees the existence
142

(Existenz) of its object. In anSwer to the question: How do we

understand this? Husserl responds, ""Tell, .,,]e directly 'see', we directly
143

grasp what we intend in the act of 'seeing' and grasping". This

"seeing" or grasping of ,·hat is given, insofar as it is actual 11seeing",

actual self-givenness in the strictest sense, and not another sort of

givenness which points to something which is not given-this, Husserl
144

says, is 8n ultimate.

Turning now to Husserl's views about immanent objects one ml..1st

recognize that there are many kinds of immanent objects o There are,

for example, this act of perceiving, of recollecting, and so on, but

also universals(objects and states of affairs) and, of course, essences.

'The latter kind of immanent object is most important, for, as we know,

phenomenology is to be a purely eidetic science; its subject matter is

essential being. In short, Husser1 wants to secure knowledg~ of essences

(Vlesenserkenntnisse). The parti cular cogni tive phenomen'on, as co gni tive

act, coming and going in the stream of experience is, therefore, not the

sort of thing about "Thich phenomenology establishes it conclusions. The

phenomenologist is primarily interested in putting the question of

essence. The question then arises as to whether or not essenceS and

i deali ties in general are capable of self-givenness in the same sense

as cogi tationes. Husserl states plainly that no less do we find evidence

in the essence and the universal; '\o]e recognize that essences, and other
145

idealities in general, attain self-givenness.

First of all, with respect to universals or general objects, we

142
Husserl, Ideas_I, p. 351, sect. 136.

143
Husserl .• The Idea of Phenomenology, p. 39.

144Ibid ., p. LIO. 1L5Ibid ., p. 118.
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must make use of \-That we have already ascertained, namely, that in

reflective perception the cogitationes are absolutely given to us in-

sofar as we consciously undergo them. \~e can, Husser1 nO'" states,

inspect universals which are singled out within these cogitationes,

and Hithin their genuinely(reell) abstract aspects; we can in a "seeing"

abstraction grasp universals. \-re knml that this is the case from our

previous considerations of universal or general intuition. Let us

consider a case ",hich Husser1 sets dmom as an illustration of ",hat is

meant here. Let us consider, ther~fore~ a case in ",hich a universal

is given, that is, a case where a purely immanent consciousness of the

universal is built up on the basis of some seen or self-given particular.

I have, he begins, a particular intuition of redness, or rather, several

such intuitions. I stick strictly to pure immanence; I am careful to

perform the reduction. I then snip off any further significance of

redness, any way in \-!hich it may be vieVled as something transcendent,

for example, as the redness of a piece of blotting paper, on my table,

etc., and thereby isolate or abstract an aspect of the phenomenon. And

now, he continues, I fully grasp in pure "seeing" the redness in general.

No longer is it the particular as such which is referred to, not this
146

or that red thing, but redness in general. This givenness is also

something purely immanent, not immanent in the spurious sense, that is,

as something existing in the sphere of an individual consciousness. We

are not speaking at all of the act of abstraction in the psychological

subject and of the psychological conditions under which this takes place,

but we aTe speaking of the givenness of the universal redness in general,

or of universal or general ··seeing lt
• 'The universal or general object

lL6
Ibid 0, pp. 44-450
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comes to self-givenness through an abstractive "seeing" "'Thich is itself

founded on acts of transcendent perception. This, then, is one form

of pure 1fseeing" or immanent perception, in and through "'Thich the object,

as universal or general object, is brought to self-givenness.

Now, "'Tith respect to the givenness of essences, we know that

it is not constituted on the basis of acts of straightforward intuition

in such a way that vTe, so to speak, "pluck" a universal from the phen

omenon itself, but is reached th rough a process knovln as "imaginative

variation". Follovring the eidetic reduction, ',.Thich itself restricts

phenomenological inquiry to "immanental essences", the above process

brings the essences to nonnal distance, to complete clearness. They

are put before us, as pure subject, as "pure possibilities" ',.Those

val:i. di ty is independent of contingent existence. In other Hords, the

individual element is ignored ',.Thilst the ',.Thole essential content is

raised to eidetic consciousness. The act reaching the essence is not

an abstractive act, that is, it is not an abstractive act in the sense

that abstraction is understood as subtraction, but is aimed at a part

icular level of the phenomenon itself, namely, the level of necessary

structure. This process reaches the essence in a manner ',.Thich is en

tirely different from abstraction. The definition of essence as nec

essary structure itself makes clear that it is not merely a matter of

elevating a number or perhaps all of the characteristics of a particular

phenomenon into generalityj but that the essence is formed of those

characteristics which form the very condition of the possibility of

the phenomenon in question. A distinction must, therefore, be made

and held between general objects and essences. There is certainly

a difference be~veen their respective modes of givenness and this must,
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as we know, be a consequence of a difference in their respective kinds

of being. Moreover, this difference in their modes of givenness is,

of course, a difference in the modes of apprehension associated '<lith

them. Th~ essence, therefore, can be brought to self-givenness, which

is to say, that essential intuition is, and, therefore, can be brought

to bear.

The earliest stage was the evidence of the cogitatioo There

one would only ha.ve to grasp and "see" it, in reflective or immediate

perceptiono Following this we found that one could, on the basis of

these first absolu~e data, separate out specific universals and cat-

egorial forms, and, finally, that the essence cuuld be brought to self-

givenness and therewi th "seen" through a process of imaginative variation.

The consclousness in which these objects are brought to givenness, as

well as, purely intuited, is, Husserl emphasizes, not like a box in

which these data are simply lying; it is the "seeing" consciousness

whi ch consists of co gni ti ve acts ",hi ch are fo rme d in such and such '<lays,

and the things ",hich are not cognitive acts are nevertheless in these
147

act~, and come to be given in and through such acts. The problems

of givenness are, we must remember, ultimately the problems of constit-

ution, and , therefore, the notion of intuition, of whatever kind or
lu8

whatever form it may have, can be conceived of as consti tutive intuition.

We have, in this chapter, approached the notion of intuition

in general, and then each of the kinds of intui tion exp1ici tly recognized

by Husserl, as basically a question of evidence, or, in other words, as

147
Ibid., pp. 56-57.
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Husserl goes so far as to ascribe to the intentions -the func-tion of
actually constituting the intentional. It thus becomes the achievement
(l€istung) of the intentional acts.
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a question regarding the various modes of givenness attaching to the

various ontological types of being. l,fuat we have found is that the

form of intuition and mode of givenness are one and the same phenomenon

expressed from different points of vieH. This has great bearing on

.the understanding which can be attained of the phenomenological appeal

-to int....li tion. This is to say: that, according to the conception of

intuition advanced, we do not have a nlmber of cognitive faculties

which give us knowledge of various sorts of objects, but a conscious

ness as stream of experience (Erlebnis) ",hich can inspect the modes of

of givenness attaching to various types of objectivations. The point

. of introducing intuition, and of grounding an enti re phenomenological

philosophy in intuition, is not to make psychologica.l statements about

the origin of our knowledge of a particular kind of object, and, hence,

to do psychology, but to return to origins, to ultimate beginnings,

which means, of course, a return to self-evidence. In short, intuition,

in the phenomenological context, is an inspection of evidential claims.

The appeal to intui tion reflects an over-riding concern Hi th questions

of evidence, and ultimately makes possible the realization of phenom

enology's intent to "return to the things themselves". This return

is essentially a submission to self-evidence. The appeal to intuition

neither needs to, or for that matter can, be justified beyond its

expression in terms of self-evidence.



CO NC illS ION

The preceding has been primarily concerned to test Husserl's

claim to have made first beginnings in a rigorously scientific philos-

ophy. As was pointed out in the Introduction, thi~ claim immediately

gives rise to problems of method. I1lore precisely, this claim implies

"tYro correlated elements:" (1) that philosophy as rigorous science has

its own unique object-domain, and (2) that the constituents of this
149

parti cular object-domain are in some sense "experienceab1e lt
• It

has been our point of view, from the outset, that, in the final ffi,alysis,

these requirements are met by Husserl's acceptance of a more basic and

lareer conception of intuj tion, vlhich" in short, defines intuition as

a cognitive instance presenting an object to us as self-given. What

this acceptance means precisely is the llevery possible object has its

mffi ways of coming under a glance that presents, intuits, meets it
150

eventually in its Ibodily-selfhood', and. lays hold of it. ll vIi th

this extended and more basic conception of intuition Husser1 is permit-

ted to spe8k of essential intuition, and, therefore, of phenomenology

as ri"gorous science of essential being. Without this conception of

intuition, essences as ~he constituents of the phenomenological object-

domain could not be said to be, in any sense, llexperienceable ll , and

they could not then be said to constitute a unique object domain. The

claim to have established philosophy as rigorous science, therefore,

liB
These, of course, are not the only problems associated with

a claim to have established philosophy as a rigorous science, but in
meeting them, one comes a long way in support of such a claim.

1)0
Husserl, Ideas I, p. 49, sect. 3.
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seems to rest on Husser1 t s recognition of this more basic and larger

conc9ption of intui tion. The same thing is expressed in saying that

the phenomenological method, .!hich is developed to achieve the ideal

of rigorous scientific philosophy, is essentially a method of intuition.

Spiegelberg goes as far as to define phenomenology, in the sense that

it is common to the whole earlie r lImovement",· 'as an intui tive method
151

for obtaining insights into essential structures. It is precisely

because of this that our inquiry into Husserlts phenomenological

philosophy has, in the main, been given over to a consideration of

his conception of intuition. In conclusion, we shall endeavour to

make this connection quite clear and draH out certain of its impli c-

ations.

Philosophy, according to HusserJ., by virtue of its essential

aim, \o!ants to be rigorous science. As such it would be, as ",e have

already seen, of an entirely different character than either sciences

of nature Dr of mind; it lies in an entirely new dimens{on, one Df

true Drigins Dr beginnings. Being radically different frDm natural

science it cannDt rely on the well established methDds Df these sciences,

with which we are thoroughly familiar, but must concern itself generally,

"Ti ton the developing Df special methods which wDu1d make possible a return
152

to Drigins, Dr to llpresupposi tionlessness". It must devise methDds

"Thich \vDuld fit in frDm the Dutset, and continuously thrDughDut its

\vhole development '.vi th the aim ·of achieving a rigorDusly scientific

lS1
Spiegelberg, fflne Phenomeno1Dgy of Db'ect Evidence ll

, Philosophy
and PhenomenDlDI1:i cal ~esearch. vDl. II, no. )~, 19wc, pp. [127-LI56.

152 ---
"Presuppositionlessness(Voraussetzungs1Dsigkeit)" stands fDr

the attempt to eliminate presuppDsi tiDns that have nDt been thoroughly
examined. It is thus not freedDm from all presuppositions, but merely
freedom from unc1.arified presuppositions that is involved.

t "
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philosophy.

That philosophy is to be rigorous science and characterized by

"presuppositionlessness" means, in Husserlls vie1-J, the strict exclusion

of all assertions which could not be completely realized phenomenolog-

ica11y, that is, in terms of intuitive e:>..rperience alone, and subject

to well defined conditions 0 So, as a matter of essential methodological

necessity phenomenological philosophy, as rigorous science, refers back

to self-evidence. ~fuat it accepts as the Source of authority for all

rational statements is immediate "seeing"- not the bare seeing of sense

experience, but seeing in the sense of ori ginall y given consciousness.

Husserl formulates the "principle of all principles", of his philosophical

science: in these 'Words: "that very primordial dator intuition is a

Source of authori ty(Rechtsquelle) for knowledge, that "lhatever presents

itself in 'intuition' in primordial form(as it were in its bodily reality)

is simply to be accepted as it gives itself out to be, though only with
153

in the limits in ",hich it then presents itself." The rnethod and

aim of phenomenology as rigorous science are, therefore, united. The

primary interest is one of grounding all knowledge on final ultimate

sources, that i~, on principles which present themselves in and

through primo rdial intuition. Husserl seeks the ultimate foundation

of all our rational asserti.ons in an original intuition of the "things

themselves lt concerning "'hich '·le ,.,rant to make a statement. It is in

this sense and only in this sense that philosophy as science of final

and ori ginal grounds is rigorous science. For Husserl, "scientific
154

ImQio,ledge is, as such, grounded kno",1edge'~.

153
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In order that philosophy be rigorously scientific, it must

return to origins or beginnings or, as Husserl himself puts it, "to

the things themselves (zu den Sachen selbst) 1'. It is above all imper-

ative to get at "the things themselves ll
; that is the first and fund-

emental rule in the phenomenological method. This appeal for a II re turn

to the things themselves 11 means precisely a return to the ultimate

Source for all justification of all our rational assertions, a return

to the primordial sources of intuitional e:A"periences and to the insights

into essential structures (Hesenseinsichten). This appeal is, therefore,

but another "'18y of expressing Husserl' s "principle of all principles",

\<Jhich, as \·le have seen, recognizes that the ultimate Source for the

justification of knowledge is "seeing(!inschauung)". A Il re turn to the

things themselves" is, therefore, a return to that which is given, that

'oI'hi ch presents itself, that which we "see" in consciousness.

This given is called "phenomenal" in the sense that it gives

itself or "appears" to pure consciousness. The word "phenomenon" must

not be understood in the Kantian sense as implying an unknown something

(Ding an Si ch) behind phenomena; such an unknovm does not come into

question for phenomenology which is concerned solely wi th that which

gives itself, that is, the data of primordial intuition. The "things"

referred to are, of course, not the real objects or facts, but rather

the immediately evident phenomena \o1i thin the region of purified exper-

ience. In short, "phenomena", in the phenomenological sense, are those

things which appear to the reflecting consciousness as self-given. The

phenomenological ana.} ysis is not concerned vi th matter-of-fact, but

vri. th eSsences 8S the phenomena of purified experience. In other words,

,
c
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the intuition spoken of is not the self-givenness of physical things

in "outer" perception, but essential intuition. It is at this point

that the recognition of a more basic and larger conception of intuition

'takes on its full significance. Indeed, it can be said that the accep

tance of this conception of intui tion, so to speak, structures the vrhole

phenomenologi cal program.

The program itself, as vle have seen, is basically a methodolog

ical one, which leads uS back to consciousness. and by consciousness

it does not mean the empirical consciousness of the psycho-physical

organism in relation to the physical \.JOyld, the field \-lhich psychology

investigates, but pure cansciousness of the "geistiges '1 ego. ' Unfortun

ate1y, this can only be poorly translated as "spiritual" or "intellect

ual". The starting point is an ego-cogito, but, in virtue of the fact

that consciousness is a1\.lays consciousness of something, every cogi to

is necessarily the cogito of a cogitatum. Consequently, if one asserts

that all consciousness is intentional, then it is evident that nothing

can be said about consciousness unless attention is paid to that of

which one is conscious and vice versa. From this, it is clear that

the question as to the essence of any being is a question concerning

the acts of consciousness in and through which that being has to

manifest itself originally as "this" or "that". It is in this sense

that phenor~enology is at once science of essence and science of consci

ousness. The eSsences of things, therefore, can only be determined it

seemS by returning to the acts of consciousness. This is a necessary

consequence of the application of the concept of intentionality to

cogni tion. In the act itself is revealed the manner in \-lhich the
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intentional object is given, "Thich is to say that the act contains its

o"m evi dence, its own assurance of gi vermess •

. As "Te knoH, Husserl contends that immediate self-comprehension

(Selbsterfassung) of intentional objects given in evidence is indeed

possible, so far as they present themselves in consciousness as intend-

ed objects. In broadening the ordinary sense of intuition what Husserl

is saying is precisely that not only sensible particulars can be brought

to givenness but idealities and specifically essenceS as Hell. In other

words, phenomenology in dealing with eSsences treats of a kind of being

that can be grasped absolutely, for it has been given to us absolutely,

Hhich means, of course, that it has been intention8l1y constituted in

the iromanence of consciousness.

1,-!hat we have found in our examination of Husserl I s theory of

intuition is that intuition is by no means to be looked at as a mere

fleeting act of introspecti on, nor does it suggest an abandonment of

rationalism for some form of irrationalism. On the contrary, phenomen-

ological intuition conceals no more difficulty or mystical secrets than

does perception in the ordinary Sense of the term. For example, when

we bring Hcolour11 to full intuitive clarity, to givenness for ourselves,

then the datum is an essence; and when "Te likeHise in pure intui tion-

looking say, at one perception after another-bring to givenness for

ourselves "that perception is, perception in i tself(this ide'ntical

character of any number of flOYJing singula.Y perceptions), then \ve have
155

intuitively grasped the eSse~ce of perception. Phenomenological

intuition is simply a "bringing to givenness", or a "making preseIlt"

in evidence.

15S
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The phenomenological method meant to achieve the ideal of

philosophical science has broken all inquiry loose from empirical

preconceptions to the extent that the rational structure of the object

alone can be brought to givenness. This structure, as rational

"residuum" displays itself in its bodily presence, sho1-ring its com

ponents or constituents to reflective consciousness. The essence has

thereby been rendered intuitable, has been brought to givenness, and

offers its credentials for inspection. The method is, therefore, neither

deductive nor empirical, but consists in "pointing(Auf",eis)" to ",hat

is given and elucidating it; it neither explains by means of la",s nor

deduces from any principles. Instead, it fixes its gaze directly upon

whatever is presented to consciousness, that is, its object. Husserl

offers primarily a methodology, a theory of method "rooted" in intuition.

Having ascertBined that all objects of cognition can be objects of

intuition, Husserl proposes phenomenology as rigorous science of essence,

and therewith establishes a much broader basis than sense experience 8S

the authority for cognition and ground for judgements.

Phenomenology, as rigorous science, consists of investigations

into origins; it is a search for ultimate ground for our kno",ledge.

Husserl's search for such ultimate roots leads him to the "things them

selves", to the plane of original phenomena to which all our concepts

and ideas refer. Putting to use a more basic and extended concept of

experience (as intuition) Husserl has confronted the time honored pre

judice "'hich certifies only empirical experience(Erfahrung) as the

sale legitimate source of kno",ledge by acknowledging that all forms

of objectivity, all objects of cognition, insofar as they are



intelligible, are experienceab1e or intuitable. This broadens the field

of data and yet remains tied to the principle "Thich accepts as valid

only that which can be "seen1l
• Rationalism and Intuitionism, ,often

taken as contraries, are made compatible.

This broader experiential base prompted Husserl to point out

that if by llposi tivism" 1,le are to mean the absolute unbiased grounding

of all science on what is "positive", that is, on what can be primord-

illy apprehended, then it is 1,le(the phenomenologists) Hho are the
156

genuine positivists. The thrust of Busserl's cri ticism of empir-

icism is that it identifies the return to the things themselves wi th

the supposition that all knowledge must be founded on that Hhich is

given empirically. In accepting this restriction empiricism simply

ta.kes for granted that only empirical experience(Erfahrung) can be

a source of knoHledge. Busserl, on the other hand, suggests that a

genuine "return to the things themselves" is a return not to iso1at8b1efaets'j

but to "seeing" in general, as the primordi81 dator cons'ciousness of

any kind whatsoever. In recognizing all kinds of intuition, as modes

of being presented, and as equally valuable sources for the justification

of knm!ledge, Husserl is saying that empiricism is only a 1Ih81f-\-181'''

intui tionism or only an apparent empiricism (Scheinempirismus). Busserl I S

own radical l'traJlscendental empiricism " is based on the idea that

intui tiOl (,nschauung) should be broadened so as to bring Hi thin its range

not merely sense particulars but 81so- and more si gnificantly- ideal

concepts and types.

More precisely, Hhile phenomenology, on the one hand, calls

attention to a hitherto neglected field of data, namely, transcendental

156
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experience, it does not, all. the other, claim to have discovered a

realm of being behind, beneath, or beyond, in any conceivable sense,

the perceptual vrorld of everyday experience, or apart from the order

of existence already familiar to pre-philosophical judgement. It does

not claim a special "phi losophical" intuition enabling one to penetrate

into a "new realm" accessible only to such intuition, but otherYlise

not open to sight, nor does phenomenology set out to construct such

a "ne.., realm". Its procedure is neither speculative nor constructive.

What phenomenology sets out to do is to clarify, to elucidate the world
IS7

through a questioning which transcends the world. The level of

essential being is correlative to factual being. One needs onJ. y to

purify ordinary experience in order to gain access to transcendental

experience.

As a science, phenomenology thus aims at Hesenserkenntnis and

as such, Hits sale task and service is to clarify the meaning of the

world, the precise sense in which everyone accepts it, and Vlith the
lS8

unquestionable right, as really existing." The task of phenomenology,

whether in respect to ordinary experience or scientific knowledge, or

other sphere of human discipline, is to trace back concepts and ideas

to their corresponding essence-origins. In this sense, phenomenology

offers to be science of essence-science based on essences and about

essences. More precisely, phenomenology devotes itself to an elucidation

of meanings, which is performed by questioning eA~erience. Its task,

once again, is to clarify all concepts and ideas, \.Jhether they are our

creations or are derived from tradition, \.Jhich VIe use in our life, and

157
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particularly the basic concepts and ideas of our entire common sense

as "ell as scientific concepts of the "Torld. Thus phenomenology is

"sense-investigation", '<Thich is 8 matter of insight into the essence

'of the concepts and ideas in question, and methodologically, this

end can only be attained by m~king the essence present intuitively in

an adequate ir',tui tion.

The above characterization of phenomenology has at least three_

i.mportant implications which establish the foundation for the discipline

of phenomenology. These are: (1) there is a world, bearing in mind

that for Husserl "Horld" is itself a concept that must be phenomenolog

ica11y constituted, (2) this \-rarld has meaning and significance, (3)

both the \vorld and its meaning are accessible in experience. The last

of these is, of COUl'se, the most important, for if it ,iere not the case,

the phenomenologist 1 s most basic question-\Jhat it means to be- "lOulo.

suggest merely a vain preoccupation.

The subject matter of phenomenology consists, as we know, of

experiences whose essentiality is to be analysed in in~Jition, and

not of experiences 8S events occuring in the natural world. Phenomen

ology is, then, not interested in the real conditions of empirical

being, that is, in causal explanation, nor is it concerned 'dth even

those cendi tions '-Thich belong to an only possible natural world, but

is interested on1y in the possible as such. Admittedly, it is difficult

to conceive immediately of what possibility can mean in the sense of

that ",hich is merely possible. ColD there be a possibility "ri thout

reference to actuality? Undoubtec11y, Husserl is saying that, in 8

sense, there is, and it is precisely on this point that his essentialism
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differs most markedly from "existentiR.lism" , "Thich al1egedly owes

much to Husserl. Husserl's philosophy is a radical essentialism. It

ignores the individual, the unique, precisely because it could not

·take such elements into account and still be rigorously scientific.

Husserl wants to establish philosophy as genuine science and such a

science could only be an essentialism. In such a science, existence

could only be significant as possible existence, 2nd it is in this

sense that Husserl's phenomenology is rigorous science of possibility.

It neither makes, nor can, it make, factU8l determinate cla.ims, but is

restricted to dealing with that "!hich is possible and as such represents

an indispensable philosophical task insofar as the kno,",'ledge of possib
159

ility must precede that of actuality(Wirk1ichkeit).

l~9
Husserl, Ideas I, p. 213, sect. 79.
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